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Frank saw his danger as a revolver fiashed before his eyes. He dashed forward and struck the
weapon from the cashier's hand just as the offi.ce door swung open and a
policeman, followed by Daisy Lee, appeared upon the scene.
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A BotTn SpeeqlatotT;
OR,

.
ST~EET
.
By A SELF- MADE MAN.

,CHAPT E R I.
WHA'l' HAPPENED TO BHOKER MILLS .

"Mr. Bangs is going out of town over Sunday, I guess,"
remarked Frank Cole, messenger for John Mills, stock and
bonds b~oker, of No. - Wall Street, to Daisy Lee, the office
stenographer, one Saturday morning about half-past nine.
Lawrence Bangs was the cashier of the establishment,
and had been acting boss for the past four weeks while
Mr. Mills was confined to his home by a severe illness.
The banker, however, was expected to be back to business
on Monday of the coming week, and this report was ha.ilecl
with joy by all the employes, for the cashier, who hacl never
been a farnrite with his office associates, had succeeded in
making himself cordially disliked during his brief reign
of authority.
"What makes you think he is?" asked the girl, who was
. pretty, bright and sweet seventeen, looking up from her
machine, at which she had been working steadily since she
Rat down to work, twenty-five minutes before.
"He bad his suit-case and umbrella with him when he
came in ten minutes ago," replied the boy.
"I wish--" then she stopped and looked down at the
keys of her machine.

"That he'd never come back, eh?" grinned Cole.
"I didn't say--" she began.
"But you thought it just the same," he interrupted.
"How do you know?" she answered, fl.ashing him a saucy
look.
"Oh, I'm a go.od guesser. Besides- -"
"Besides-what?"
"The same thought occurred to me."
"The same thought? What do you1'mean ?"
".~hat the office wouldn't mis~~ him if he were to fo rget
to return. I know I shouldn't."
"Yes, you would," she smiled, tantalizingly.
"How?"
"You'd mis::; the daily laying out you've been accustomed
to get .from him."
"I shouldn't grieve over the omiss,ion."
Daisy laughed.
"He does give you fits on the slightest pretext."
"He certainly seems to have it in for me. l can't account for it, for I attend to my work right up to the
handle, just the same as when Mr. Mills is here."
"I am sure you do, Frank.''
"You're about the only one in the office 'he hasn't pulled
oYer the coals since he took temporary charge. I guess he
must be sweet on you, Daisy," ch11ckled the messenger.
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"'l'he idea!" she exclaimed, ihdignantly.
"I don't blame him. You're about as pi-eHy as they
come."
"Frank Cole, do you know what you're saying?"
"Sure thing. Telling the truth, which is a weakness I
have."

Iit seemed to Frank as i:f Bangs was sc era! degrees crankier
than usual that 1nt>r1ling.
I "I wonder what he had for breakfast?" muttered Cole,
Ias he returned to the reception-room. "Thank goodnesi;:

the boss will be back Monday. l£ 1 had to put in another
week with Bangs I think lid resign."
Buzz! went his bell.
"You mean you're jollying rtie, as you usually do."
The messenger answered the summons.
"Doesn't your looking-glass coyfirm my statement?"
"Here's a letter and a package to take to the Bowling
Miss Lee pouted and was silent.
Green building, do you understand?" said the cashier,
"There. I knew you couldn't deny it."
"I think it's time you went back to your post in the re- ourly.
. "
I. "Yes, su.
.
.
.
ception-room."
"Thanks for the hint. -1 came in to tell vou somethin"' I "Don't be all day about it, like you usually are," replied
d. . . h.
'" M B
·'
r. angs, ismissmg mi. .
but since you're so eager to get rid of me, of course--"
This was hardly a fair remlirk, ~ Cole was one of the
"I'm not anxious to get rid of you if you will only talk
smartest n:ie.ssengers ~ the financial district.
sensibly."
No delay m the delivery of a message coulcl, ever be traced
"Don't I always talk sensibly?"
,.
"Not when you utter such ridiculous remarks as the one to him.
you were just guilty of," she answered, with a demure look. · Many Wall Street ~en.with whom Mr. Mills did business had remarked l11s live]~ movements,. and had con"What did you come in to tell me?"
gratulated the broker on havrng such a pnze packa~e.
"\.Vhat will you give to know?" he said, tantalizingly.
Yes, Frank Cole was .undoubt.edly a ~mart, ~nergetic boy
"Oh, I'm not at all curious," she replied, making a bluff
-one who seemed c1esbncd to make his way m the world
to resume her work.
by hi s own efforts.
.
.
·
·
.
"I'll rriake a deal with you. Prorthse me you'll go to the \
He hail. ed from the small town of Sayv1lle, m New
th eat er wi·th me th'is aiternoon an d I'll tell you. ,,
· · ,, Canad a.
B runswic
.
1
.
,
J
"But mamma won't know where I am," she obJected.
before a 'I oronto express tram .had dropped
vears
"Wn·te a t en-word message an d I'll senc1 i't wh en we go i . T wo
. "
um mto New York at the Grand Central Station.
11
, f tl c1 ,,
t o 1unc h aft. er tlle offi ce c1o::;es or 1e ay.
tr 1·
; H 1 c1 't f · 1 t 1 1 l · · th
e . ia . n a nenc o 1e p nm. m . e great me opo 1s
\
b
th
d
h
h'.
to
·
ed
1
" \Ve11"
e oy
, s 1e answer , m a ne w 1c assure
· , as, gnp m hand, he stepped out mto Forty-second Street
·
ted
t• ll
·1 th. · ·t t•
·
\
is mvi a 10n was prac ica y accep .
t 1a
that clay; but before the week was out he had Recured the
t
tl
f
t
k
I'll
d
ttl
"Th t'
'tl
d had b
'th J hn M.ll
•t· · f
·eep my par o le agreemen .
a s se e , now
een w1 1
,
i s, an
o
I pos1 10n o messenger wi
I t k
th t th t l'ttl fl
t t
· h
I
·
oo· on 1 him ever since.
a . 1 e yer
came m ere o e11 you a.
ht
J
B
t N
d
d t·
J
the market two weeks ago, and which "vou were so smc 1 Co1e maCLe
goo ime own o o. 1 roactwa.y cau"'0
. ·'
.
.
:1 .
would do me up, has turned up trumps."
k· b . , his man all nght anc1 received an aJ1Swer to brmg back.
t h d tl ? Wl t
.
"'"r h
d Mr. B angs at
;.
h e re t urn ed to th e offi ce h e roun
rn a 1uc y oy i un..
.1.ou ave come ou a ea , .1en.
v1 11cn
,,
1

yo~ are:

' his desk in the counting-room and handed him the envelope.
.
. . .
.
_ .
.
Don t call it luck, Mis~ Lee. Give me ciedit for a little I He took it without a word to·r e it open ancl r ead the en'
foresight, please. I told you the stock would go up. You closure.
laughed at me. I let you laugh, for he laughs best who 1. By the time he had masterec1 its contents Franl< was
laughs last. I backed my opinion with tny entire cash capi- scat~d in his accustomed cirnir outside, absorbed in the
1
X. & L. at ,49. niorning's issue of the Wall Street News.
tal of fi~ty plunks. 11 bought ten sha:es
Customers came in at intervals from that time on.
J closed out the deal by telephone thirty mmtttes agb &t 65.
about twenty minutes the cashier ca.me into the outer
In
Profit, $160. How's that?"
"I s 1't possi.ble ?"
·
1 office with his hat on and told Cole to follow him.
"As evidence of good faith on my pa.r t you shall see my ; 'I'h ey went to the National Safe Deposit anci Trust Co.,
1
clown ii wide stafrway to the vaults, where Mr. Bangs got
broker's check when I receiYe it on Mbnclay."
! the box in which Mr. Mi11s kept his securities.
"Oh, I belieYe you, Frank."
"Thank you. ! toic1 you I'd blow you to lunch and the 1 The cashier handed the box to the boy to carry, and they
theater if I won, and I am going to be as good as my word." returned to the office.
P erhaps half an hout later Frank was given a package to
"You're a good boy."
At that moment the door of the outer office opened and a deliver, with a letter, to a gentieman who had an office in
Exchange Place.
customer entered.
This person's exclusive business was tb 1end money on
Cole hastened to meet hiJ1!, and took his name into the
private office, where Lawrence Bt!ngs was going over the ca11.
Cole received from him an envelope which he handed to
mohting rrtail.
"Show him in," saifl. the c·ashiet, in the crusty torle he the cashier on his r etrlrn , ancl a few minutes afterward Mr.
was accustomed to use when addressing the messenger, and' Bangs put on his hat and went out.
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He came back in a little while and went immediately to
his desk.
Frank was kept on the trot until a few minutes after
twelve.
Then the office was closed to the public, though the clerks
did not get a.way until o~e o'clock.
A few minutes before that hour 1\fr. Bangs paid all ha}'.lds
their wqges· for the week, and, clo:sing the big safe, put on
his hat and went out.
"Gone to get a bit~ befo~·e sta.r ting on hi!'I trip," thought
Cole, noticing that the cashier had left his overcoat and
s11it-case in j:l1e pri vqt~ offipe.
While the boy was waiting for Paisy to get her things
on, a ring came at the telephone q-qd he. answered it.
"That you, Bangs?" <:ame a voice over the wire.
"No, sir. Mr. :Rapgs is not here," replied Cole.
"Not there!" 'I'1ien fp-llowed a smothered imprecation.
"Who are you?"
"~~r . . Mills's messenger."
There was a pause. .
"Do J'O'l-1° know where Bangs has gone?'~
"No, sir; but I think he will be back shortly, as his overcoat and other thirigs are here, though the·office is closed
for the cl~y."
"All right. That's all."
Cole hung up the receiver and returned to the receptionroorn, where he found l\Iiss Lee waiting for him .
"Somebody wanted Mr. Bangs on the wire," Frank remarked, as they walked out of the door. ·
When they reached the sidewalk a cab drew up to the
curb, the driver dismounted and opened the door, and to
their surprise out stepped ]\fr. Mills.
They greeted him politely, expressing the pleasure they
felt at seeing ~im downtown once more.
" fs l\fr. Bangs in the office?" asked the broker.
"No, sir; everybody is gone away. I think, however,
that Mr. Bangs will be hack, as he left his overcoat, umbrella and st1it-case in yoiu private room ."
"I
go up ancl wait awhile."
The broker told the driver to wa.it, and entered the building, while Frank and Daisy went on to a restaurant on
Broad Street.
· ../
It was half-pa:st one o'clock when they came out, and
were starting for the Hanover Square elevated sta.tion when
Cole st1dcfonly recol]ected that he had forgotten a small
package at the pffice he intended to tqke home.
"We'll gq back, :Q~isy," he said, turriing around. "It
wor.'t take · but a minute for me to get it."
So thf)y retrac~d their st~ps to the office building.
"The boss is still here, I see," said Cole, as they noticed
the cab stiµi.cllflg in the frqtit of
entrance. "I'll be
dow;µ in threi:i sha.kes of a lamb's tail."
"I'd ratl'J,er wa}t npstai1s in tJie conidor," replii::cl Daisy,
and she follo'fed afti::r Mm.
Mr. ¥ills's offices were qn tni:i second floor, in the rear,
ap.d frfillk µi11de a bee-fine for theµi as :fast as he could
walk.
He expeC'tcd to find the door of the general office un-

'"ill

tbe

locked, but when he laid his hand on the knob he discovered it was :fast.
He looked through the keyhole and noticed tliat Mr.
Bangs's suit-case and umbrella had been removed to the
middle of the room.
"I wonder if Mr. Mills aµd the cqshier are inside?" he
thought. "If so, they are probably i~ the private office.
I'll jpst slip in, get my pa~kage and sneak."
He had a key to the office, so he flu:ietly unlocked the door
and entered.
The door of the priYate roo:rµ was wide open, and Cole
gjanced in a& he crossed the reception-room.
What he sqw brought him to ii- fi1ll stop and :fairly staggered him.
Mr. Mills was lying back in bis chair in front of his desk,
with his head lolling helplessly to one side.
His face was as white as a sheet of paper, and blooq was
flowing from an ugly-looking wound a.pove his temple.
"Good gracious!" gasped ih~ boy. "What h~s ha.ppened
to him?"
)Ie clashed into the room, seized. the broker and straightened him up.
"This looks like murcle~ ! " he breathed, excit-edly.
He put his ear down to the broker's heart.
"It beats. He is not dead!" he cried, joyfully. " I must
get help for him at once."
The boy clashed out of the private room, crossed the
outel· office hurriedly ancl let himself out into the corridor,
closing the door softly after hjµi .
He almost ran into Daisy, who had been walking slowly
toward the .office.
"What's the matter, Frank?" she asked, in surprise.
"You're as pale as--"
"Don't ask me, Daisy. Something terrille has happened to Mr. Mills."
"Why, what do you mean?" she exclaimed, aghast.
"I ~ean he has been struck clown in bis office by a
villain. Run downstairs, will you, and send the janitor up.
Then look out on the street and if you see a policeman in
sight bring l1im here. I'm going to telephone to the nef).r est hospital. "
Leaving the astonished girl to follow his directions, he
ru shed back into the office, intending to ring up the
Chambers Street Hospital.
His hand was on the knob of the counting-room door
when . it was opened from tlJ.e other 13ide and Lawrence
Bangs confronted him.

CH AP TER II.
LAWRENOE BANGS EVADES THE I SSUE.

"You here!" his.sed the cashier, flS lte st~rted back ip.
consternation at the unexpected appearance of the qffice
rness!"nger on the scene.
Cole was struck dprpq wit)i i:;urprise' for the momeP,t, as
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Jw bacl snpposed the place deserted by all save the stricken
Dai f-iy, ~10 had now advanced into the office, glanced
broker,
into th e inner room.
In an instant a horrible irni:;pieion flashed through his
At th e sight of th e death-like countenance of th e broker
brain.
she uttered a low scr eam and covered her face with her
He ha<l found t.he offi ce door locked in th e first place.
hands.
Under sn ch conditions what did th e presence of Law"Who is thi s man? Do you know him?" asked the
rrnrr Hangs portend ?
officer of Frank.
Alon e in the room s with the ghastl y spectacle Frank
"Know him ? I should say T did. He'R our cashi er. "
hacl witne~serl in t.he private office.
"Tlrnn you are---"'
WaR he respon sibl e for Mr. 1\Iills's condition?
"I am Mr. Mills' s messenger, and this young lady is his
The ca..,; hi er recovered hiR presence of mincl first.
stenographer.''.
"What a.r e you doing here ?" he demanded, a.ggressively.
At this point the janitor, who had taken his own tim e
"I came back for a package 'r forgot to take away with to reach the scene, appeared.
me, ·a nd T founcl-.-· - "
H e was very much astonished at the animated tableau
"Yon found-- " .
.
wlu ch met his gaze.
" l\Jr. 111 ill s- -"
"What's th e trouble?" he inquired, curiously.
. " Ha!" exclaimed th e cashier, glancing over the boy's
" Murder ~eem s to be th e trouble," replied the policeman ,
shoulder, and then he understood.
as he forced Bangs to enter the private room where the unHe had forgotten that the rloor of the pri \'ate officr stood consciou s broker r eclined in hi s chair in the same positi on
open, cxpOF<ing the ghastl~· sight beyond.
he had been pla.ced by Cole, the blood forming a broad red
With an oath he cl ealth Cole a. blindin g blow in th e face, snrndge down one "side of his face to the rim of his collar.
which stretchecl the boy, half stl}.llned, upon the floor of the " Yon hatl better telephone to the Chamber Street H osol1ter otlice.
pital for an ambulance," he added to the janitor.
Thinking he l1ad settled him .for the. t ime being, t he
P rank, however, was attendin g to that di1ty at the moea,shi m; ~t art ecl for hi s coa.t and hat, which lay upon a ment, and after he had fl.a sh ed his r equest over the wire
neighboring chair.
he called up th e Old Slip police sta.t ion, explained. the
Hi s itlea \1;as to get out of the office with hi s grip b€fore r-:ituation, and suggested that another officer be sent at
the messenger coukl recover his senses and give fhe alarm. once.
But he had mi scalculated the effect of his blow.
Then he r ejoined th e trembling girl in the outer office
Cole lay inert but a few seconds, then he recovered him- in time to hear the policeman say to Bangs :
self with surprising rapidity.
" Have you any explanation to make about this ?"
He wa s on his feet at the moment Bangs r eached for his
The cashier, however, sull enly refused to open his mouth.
hat.
"Oh, Frank!" exclaimed Daisy, r egarding ~im with
'I"he cash~r, perceiving he had been fooled, turned upon fri ghtened eyes. " I sn't it a.wful? Is Mr. Mills dead?"
him with an angry snarl.
" H e wasn' t a few mom ents ago when I came upon him
Half rn easm es he no longer thought of.
fir st. I think he .has onlv been stru ck senseless bv
. that
As he stood at ba.y a nrnrdcrous light came into his eyes. r ascal, Bangs."
This Loy stood uctwcen h i!11 a.ncl. safety. .
" Oh, I •Jo hope he won't di e !" she cried, tearfull y.
•·Cun;c you '." li e c1icJ , pu tting l. is haml to hi s hip" Don' t be alarmed, Daisy. I guess he'll come a.roun d all
pockct. "rn fix } 0 11 !..
right. An a.mbnl ance sm geon will be here pm~ently, and
. b'rank r-;aw hi s clanger as a. r cvolYcr flashed before his then we'll und erstand his conditi on better. "
eyes.
H e left her for a mom ent to inform the officer that. hr
H e cl.a~;J1e<l forward and ;;trnck th e weapon from the hacl communi cated with both the hospital and the poli ce
cashi ei··s hand jm;t as the oflice door ::;wung open and a station.
polieema,n, foll owed b)' Daisy Lee, a.ppe:u ed upon the scene.
" All ri ght," r epli ed th e pol iceman . "As soon as the
Bangs, wild with rage, grappled wjth the boy at once, surgeon passes judgment on the case I'll take thi s man
anu in the ~tru ggl e th l'Y 1rc11t cl 01rn on th e floor in a heap around to·th e stafion a.nd make the charge agairu;t him."
"I'll have yonr life !'' li e h i>'Shl in Colt•',, car , a~ hr en'l'he revolver F rank had ]mocked out of th e cashier':-<
hand iay all ' this tim e· wh ei·e it hir¢1. fallen, n ear the chair
cl cavored ' to get a ~tran gl e hold on th e boy's throat.
. Bnt Frank. was a stout :.md athl eti c youth, a.n d he put on which its owner 's h at and coat lay, a.nd no one paicl any
11p a vigorou_s resistance.
attention to it, at least no one but Bangs him self.
As soon as that r ascal noticed its positi on he decided
The poli ceman now took a hand in the proceedings, but
that
if he could only reach it qui ck enough he might be
found it difficult at first to separnte them.
Finally he succeeded in getting a firm grip on the ca.shier, able to cover his r etreat from the building with it.
Jud ging from his manner, he seemed to have gi ven up
and held him so that Cole managed to r elease himself.
"Don't let him go!" cried the young messenger, excitedly. all thought of offering further resistance, and the officer,
"Some one has made a murderous assault on Mr. Mills in serene in hi s strength and importance, relaxed his hold
somewha.t.
his private _o ffice, and I suspect this man of the deed."
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"No, I guess not," replied Frank, brushing the dust from
The janitor suddenly remarked that the broker seemed
to be coming to his senses, as Frank was washing the blood his clothes. "He is trying to escape the consequences ~f a
murderous deed. Come inside and look at Mr. Mills."
from his face with a water-soaked towel.
The surgeon followed the boy into the private office,
'rhis caused the policeman's attention to be turned from
his prisoner for a moment, and Bangs seized the chance, where Miss Lee was holding the towel about the broker's
.
head.
quick as a flash.
'Mr. Mills had revived somewhat, and seemed to be trying' .
He wrenched himself free by a sudden movement, and
before the officer could stop him, sprang through the door. to collect his senses.
The ambulance man looked at the wound and declared it
· Stooping, he snatched up his revolver and 'presented it
was not r eally as serious as it appeared to be to the unpracat the policeman.
"Stand back!" he cried, in a menacing tone. " Don't ticed eye.
It had been made by some hard implement coming into
attempt to stop me, or by heaven I'll shoot you down like
glancing contact with the sh.-ull.
a dog!"
Then he grabbed his coat and hat and dashed for the · "Half an inch lower the blow, if given with sufficient
force, would probably have brought about a fatal result."
door.
" Then he will recover?" asked Cole, with a. feeling of
The policeman, recovering himself, rushed aftet him.
At. that moment the office door opened and the ambulance satisfaction.
"Surely," replied the surgeon, washing the wound with
surgeon appeared.
an antiseptic liq1ud.
"Stop him!" cried the officer;
"I am so glad," fluttered Daisy, wiping the moisture
'rhe surgeon, however, was an undersized young fellow,
aiid stopping wild-eyed men of the size and weight of Law- from her eyes.
The ambulance man ti.en deftly bound up the cut in
rence Bangs was not in his line.
'l'ben the request had come at the very moment the cash- true hospital fashion, and after that prepared a mixture
ier was '8.lmost upon him, so that he didn' even have time which relieved the broker of the faintness which bad. opto. think before he was sent whirling against the opposite pressed him.
"I should advise you to take a cab and go home right
wall of the corridor.
Bangs, who knew the building like a book, didn't go to- away. You will feel better by to-morrow morning, when
ward the Wall Street entrance, but dashed into an adjoin- you should send for your regular physician and let him
ing corridor which led to a window overlooking the fire- rlress the wound. It ought to be attended to twice a day
until the inflammation entirely subsides.
escape.
Thus spoke the surgeon, as he picked up· his satchel and
Throwing up the window the moment he reached it, he
passed through and fairly slid down the iron ladder to the prepared to talce his departure.
"I will follow your directions," replied the broker, with
open space behind the otlice buildiJig which connected with
a narrow passage leading to the rear of a row of buildings a faint smile.
Then he handed the young chap a bill, with his thanks,
fronting on Hanover Street.
his expert attention.
for
as
quickly
as
him
followed
had
who
officer,
When the
"Now," said Mr. Mills, turning to his messenger, "perpossible, reached the point where he had seen the cashier
disappear, he fo1md no trace of him, and many valuable haps you will expla.in what you know about this affair.
minutes was lost before he discovered the door through How is it that I find you and Miss Lee back in the office?
which Bangs had passed info clne of the builJings, and so J thought you had started for your homes. Who found me
here unconscious?"
on through into the thoroughfare beyond.
"I did , Rir," began Frank, and then he told his story.
When he finally came out on Hanover Street he could
"It was Mr. Bangs who struck you down, was it not?" connot tell in which direction his mflll had vanished.
Thcre wasn't a soul on the short and narrow block to give eluded the boy, hardly deeming the broker's confirmation
him a clew, and the result was the rascal got off entirely. necessary, so certain were appearances against the cashier.
"Yes," replied Mr. Mills. "That man is a scoundrel."
"He has shown himself to, be such," answered Cole, emphatically.
CHAPTER III.
"Anu to think I have trusted him implicitly. The fellow has been robbing me systematically and had arranged
AFTER THE ORIM:E.
to clear out to-clay with everything in the way of cash
and negotiable securities in sight. But," eagerly, "you
Cole, who had made a fruitless attempt to head. Bangs say you came in upon him at the last moment, after he had
off, reached the corridor in time to assist the ambulance struck me down in my chair?"
surgeon to his feet.
"Yes, sir. He intended to shoot me, but I was too quick
"What's the matter with that man? Is he crazy?" sput- for him. Then we had it out on the floor, and the appeartered the disciple of Esculapius, as he gingerly felt of his ance 0£ the policeman, brought in by Miss Lee, helped me
out of a bad' box, for Bangs meant to do me up if he could
back where he had come into collision with the wall.
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have brought such result about. I found him to be an upon. We pad p. !teated interview, and t discharged him
frprn my erpploy, tjlreatening him also with pi1blic exposure .
n~ly customer."
.
•
"How did he manage to escape after the officer got his .At that a look came into his eyes that gave me ap. idea of
hands on him?" asked the broker.
the trJte naturr of tr~ man. I ordered hint from the office.
"He broke away somehow while the policeman's atten- He. turned as if to op~y m'e, then, wNle my back WljS tur:p.ed
tion was mom~ntarily diverted by signs of returning con- to him, he sprang suddenly upon me and struck me the
scious~ess in you, sir. The officer, however, pursued him at blow wl:iich cause~ my senses to leave me. The sensation I
once and has probably caugb,t him by this time."
e:xperiffilced w~ as t4e J.m ilding haq unexpectedly fallen
"l3Ht he surely could not have carried off that suit-case in upon me, lights fl.ashed through my braiit with a foeEng ,
with him. It contains thousands of dollars worth of money of acute pain, and then I knew no more until +recovered
and valuables belonging to me," said the broker, eagerly. my senses with rP·ll, Miss Lee, the janitor and tJie ambu"No, sir. He got away with nothing but his hat and lartce. surg~n p,bont me."
Mr. Mills decided to take the cashier's · suit-case home
coat, and what may ha.ve been on his person. The suitc~se i~' outside. I will bring it to you."
with him just as it was, and asked Frank to accompany
Frank walked into the reception-room, picked up the him, which, of course, he agreed to do.
casP.ier's suit-case and umbrella., which had remaiµed un"I'm !J,fraid you're done out of the mati:µee to-day,
disturbed there during all of the excitement, and carried Daisy," said the boy to the pretty stenographer, as he esit in to the banker.
corted her into the corridor, prior to the broker's departure;
Mr. Mills gazed upon it with a look of great relief and "but I'll malrn it all right next Saturday."
thankfulness.
"Don't men14on it, Frank," she replied, with a little
"If it hadn't been for you, Frank, I have no doubt he shudder, as she thol.lght of the narrowly avoided cata.'lwould have succeeded in making his escape with the fruits trophe to the head of the house. ."Really, it seems like an
of his thieving game. I feel th~t I am under great obliga- act Of Providense that you left that paclrnge in the office
tion to you, and believe me I shall not forget it."
l\Jf~ had to reh•n for it, doesn't it?"
,
''If I have saved your money and other valuables I am
"It certainly looks that way. Had we gone on to the
vocy glad to know it, sir. But it is no more tl1an my plain matinee without coming back here, Bangs would in · all
duty t<Y protect your interests while I am in your employ. pro~ability lmve got clean off with his spoils, and as for Mr.
I do!l't ask for any special commendation on that score."
Mills, it might have been a couple of hours before the jani"I am airaid you are too modest, my boy. The service tor · or his assistant discovered him when they came in' to
you have just rendered me is a special one, and, as such, clean up."
merits special appreciation and recognition," replied the
"I a;pi. very, very thankful that we did come back."
broker, with a friendly smile.
"You can gamble on it that I am."
"May I ask, sir, how you know that this suit-case conT~en he wished her1good-by a.ncl returned to assist the
tains property belonging to you. It seems to be locked. broker down to the cab,. which was EJtiH standing at the edge
Mr. Ba;ngs brought it to the office this morning."
of the curb waiting for him.
"When I ·let myself into the office after speaking to you
and Miss Lee· on the sidewalk, the place was empty. I sat
dowp. here to wait the expected appearance of my cashier.
I wished an explanation from him in reference to my bank
CHAPTER IV.
deposits, for I •had received a special communication from
my bankers that my account had been overdrawn, which
A MESSENGER Boy's STROKE OF LUCK.
cou~d not' have been the case if Mr. Bangs had made the
I
regular daily depositc; as usual After waiting perhaps a
Of course the story was in the next morning's papers.
quarter of .an hour I went out to the lavatory to wash my
There isn't much.doing in the big city of New York that
hands, and while I was there Mr. Bangs came in. He had the bright reporters of the daily press don't get on to in
no idea I was in the place. His actions showed that he some way. ,
believed himself alone, and were so suilpicious as to attract
The affair, of which broker Mills was the chief actor,
my notice. I watched him open the safe and talrn bundles was no sooner reported at police headquarters than the news
of money from it that should not have been there. He bureau, sustained by the big dailies of iifanhattan, was
carried them into my private room, and came back for telephoning the particulars to a dozen city editors.
. several packages or securities. Then he closed and locked
The subject was put do>yn in the assignment book and
the safe. I crossed the office and watched him through a a reporter in due time was sent ou,t to get the com1Jlete story,
crack in that door. He opened his suit-case, crammed' the if :p01sible.
.
money and securities into it, then Jocked and strapped it as
Mr. Mills was interviewed at his residence.
you see it there. After witnessing all that I judged that it
Frank Cole was located at his boardilj.g place on West
was hi.gh time for me to interfere. So I opened the doo1· Twenty-third Street, and pumped of all he knew about
anq confronted him, to his great discomfiture. I took my th~ matter.
· ~e~t here, and what followed is unnecessary for me to dwell
As t4i:i boy had taken a prominent part, in which a pistol
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On Monday an expert accountant had been hired to go
had figured, an artist accompanied the reporter to get a
sketch of him in case he didn't have a photograph to loan. over the late cashier's books.
After taking possession of the contents of the suit case,
rrhe result of it all was, as wc have said, ill the Sunday
morning papers, and Cole had to stand a lot of questioning it was discovered that there was altogether a shortage of
securities, but an overplus of money.
and chaffing from his follow-boarders.
began
From this showing Mr. Mills correctly concluded that
Mills
Mr.
of
friends
broke1·
morning
On Monday
Bangs had pledged some of his collateral.
::\Ir.
on.
to drop in to learn how he was getting
was able to throw some light on this.
Frank
say
to
Every one of them had something complimentary
the visit he had paid to the gentleman in
reported
He
to Cole.
Most all of them knew the bright boy, either personally Exchange Place.
The boy WM at once sent there with a note asking for
or by sight.
1
•
"Say," laughed a fat broker nam13d Winslow, 'how does information on the subject.
The answer showed that Lawrence Bangs, on a note
it feel to have a gun pulled on you?"
"! hardly remember the sensation, it was all dver so bearing the presmnecl signature of John Mills, had deposited so many shares of such and such gilt-edged stock,
quick," replied Cole.
"I'll bet yot1 had springs in your shoes to get at him and had received a check, to the order of Mr. Mills, for
so much money on call at the prevailing market rate.
sci it1pidly," chipped in Broker Harlow. ,
The bank on which the check had been drawn had paid
"Some chaps would have sprinted in the other directitltt;"
money over the counter to Lawrence Ba.ngs,. who wati
the
operator.
stock
grinned another
known to the paying-teller, as the check bore
personally
iriessertyoung
the
replied
"That doe.ini't always pay,"
of the broker-a clever forgery on Bangs's
endorsement
the
leather."
ger. "Jjead travels fnuch faster than shoe
part.
"I'll bet it does, " coincided Broker Winslow.
When everything was cleared up, Broker Mills found,
"The only thing to -do under the circumstances is to
take the bull by tl;ie horns as I did, but you must do it thanks to his messenger's unexpected appeaJ"ance at the
quick, before the other fellow gets the drop on you," argued office in the nick of time, that his loss was comparatively
insignificant.
Frank.
At three o'clock on Wednesday afternoon Mr. Mills called
"It takes nerve to do it, all right," nodded Harlow; vigFrank into his 'sanctum and motioned him to a seat beside
orously.
"Well, Cole, you've succeeded in making a new reputa- his desk.
"I wish to say that your wages hereafter will be $12 a
tion for yourself in the Street. I suppose Mills will rai.se
week, and I shall advance you to my counting-room at the
your wages now."
"I'm satisfied with my present wages," replied the boy, first chance."
"Thank you, sir. I shall ~ndeavor to earn the raise."
wishing to sidetrack any allusions to a possible reward in
"I am satisfied you a.r e worth the money, Fl'ank. This
perspective.
the
merely a general expression of the value I put on your
is
the
laughed
are,"
you
if
boy
uncommon
an
"You must be
as an uncommonly good messenger. Now here,"
~crvices
money
regular
a
be
to
seems
broker. "Now my messenger
taking up a package of bills, "are $1,000. Take
.
more.
for
said,
he
sieve. Every time I raise him he seems to look
Wl1at he does with all his coin gets me, for he is forever it-it's yours."
"Sir!" exclaimed the astonished boy.
borrowing something in ::dvance of my cashier."
"I said it was yours," pushing the package toward his
"Maybe he has expensive habits," laughed Cole.
"What right ha s a boy to have expensive habits, eh? messenger.
"Excuse me, Mr. Mills, but I don't quite understand."
Youth is the time to save money, if you expect to become
"ATen't you as bright as usual to-day?" asked the broker,
a financial Vanderbilt or Astor."
As a matter of fact, Frank Cole heid something of a levee with a smile.
"I hope so, sir."
before ten o'clock, and also later on in the day when the
"Well, then, when I say this money is yours don't you
brokers were not busy on the Exchange.
Ail of them were delighted to learn tl1at Mr. Mills had understand plain English ?"
"I understood your words, but I don't understand just
not suffered very severely from the shock, notwithstanding
this big sum of money happens to be mine."
how
house
the
to
confined
previously
been
the fact that he had
have saved me a matter of $50,000, young man .
"You
for a monti1.
worth $1,000 ?"
that
Isn't
• The police were severely criticised, first for permitting
"But, sir, I don't want any rewal'd for that," objected
Cashier Bangs to get .away after ha.ving been once caught,
the boy, earnestly.
anci scc:ondly because they didn't catch him afterward.
"Nonsense! Put it in your 'pocket and say nothing more
Probably Bangs had one or more confederates who ils' me," replied Mr. Mills, in a tone
unless you wish to offend
,,
si~tcd him to cover up his tracks.
Broker Mills secured a new cashier on Wednesday, on which showed that he meant every word.
Cole put hi>i hand on the money, but tire magnitude o·f
which nay his physician reluctantly permitted him to visit
Wall Street and look after his handicapped business affairs. the present took away his breath, as it were.
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"It's not going to bite you," laughed the broke~, observin;; t:rn gingerly way he handled the package of bills.
"~ o, sir, .but I want fu try to get used to the fact that I
ha ve suddenly become a bloated capitalist on a small scale."
"It's a pleasant sensation, isn't it?" smiled Mr. Mills.
"Yes, sir, but kind of funny when a fellow isn't used to
it."
"I hope that one of these days you'll be accustomed to
handling many thousands of your own money, my lad."
"Thank you, sir; I hope so, too. It won't be my fault if
I don't."
"There's no reason why an ambitious, energetic boy like
you, with no bad habits that I know of, should not come
out at the top of the heap in due course of time."
"Will you please put this in your safe till to-morrow?"
"Certainly. Get a big envelope, put it into it and seal
it, then write your name on the outside and tell Mr. Briggs,,
our new cashler, to put it away until you ask for it. Are
you going to put it in the savings bank?"
"Yes, sir."
• the best place for ,it. 'l'he banks are paying from
"That's
3 1-2 to 4 per cent. Your deposit will therefore begin to
earn a semi-annual profit of say $20 right away, compounded every six months."
This bit of information wasn't new to CO'le, but he said
nothing.
•
"I think I've made a bigger per cent. to-day than any
operator in Wall Street," he remarked with a grin, as he
took the money up.
"Hpw. do you make that out?"
"I have made $1,000 out of nothing, haven't I?" .
"I'll have to concede the point since you put it that
way," laughed the broker.
"I must have been born lucky, sir."
"You mean under a lucky star?"
"I suppose so--if there's any such thing."
"Lots of people believe in such a thing. Well, that's all.
I must be getting home. I have already overstayed my
physician's directions."
"Well, sir, I am very grateful to you for this money,"
iaid Frank, rising. "You may be sure I will put it to
good use."
Then he left _the private office feeling like a millionaire.

CHAPTER V.
· :MR. REGINALD CATES AND HIS FRIEND PYLE.

When Cole came downstairs to supper that evening he
found a new boarder at the table.
The landlady had installed him in a chair next to the
young Wall Street 'messenger, and as soon as the boy had
seated himself she came forward and introduced his new
neighbor to hi:qi as Mr. Cates.
"Happy to make your · acquaintance," said the new
boa.rder, glibly, offering his hand, which was singularly

soft and white, the nails perfectly manicured, as if it had
never been tarnished by such a thing as vulgar toil. "My
first name is Reginald," he added, looking inquiringly at
Cole, as if expecting him to oblige in kind.
Frank, howe>er, wouldn't take the hint.
The fact was he didn't fancy Mr. Cates, and first impressions went a long way with the Wall Street boy, who,
in the last two years, had run against pretty much of all
sorts of the human family, and his exp~rience guided him
a great deal in forming friendships.
The new boarder had red hair and thin, straggling
reddish whiskers, and Frank had a personal aversion for
the color, though this of comlle could not be considered as
a refiectiO'n on the tint, for people have no voice in nature's
selection of their scalp coveri
Another thing which jarred on the boy's feelings was
that the new b?arder was altogether too familiar 'on first
acquaintance.
He was unduly confidential, and in turn tried to draw
out a similar confidence from his table partner .
Now Frank was known to be uncommonly reserved in
his manners.
He never started a discussion ·a t ·the table or elsewhere,
but he quietly took in all that went on around him.
This fact had become so noticeable at the boarding house
that many of the boarders alluded i;o him as the Sphinx.
The general impression was that he had a wise head on
his young shoulders.
After all, this is an excellent feature in one's make-up,
foi: you wiJl never regret what you never say, but very o:ftlm
a foolish expression will lead to embarrassing results.
Mr. Cates had hal-f finished his dinner when Frank came
down, but he prolooged his stay at the table until Cole
:finished the meal, and then he followed him upstairs and
invited him inro his room, which was a larger and much
better furnished one than the messenger boy's.
"You will have to excuse me, Mr. Cates, but I have an
engagement this evening."
"Five minutes one way or the other won't make any
difference," insinuated the new boarder, as he threw open
the door of hls apartment.
"Five minutes makes a considerable difference sometimes," replied the boy, making no movement to enter the
other's room.
"When a man is going to be hanged-yes," laughed Mr.
Cates, softly. "Come in a minute anyway," added the new
boarder, linking his arm in Cole's, and, much against his
desire, Frank was ushered into the large and airy square
room which. adjoined 'his own modest hall sleeping den.
"Take a seat, Cole, and make y<>'urself comfortable," indicating the easy chair. "I s'pose you smoke? IIere's some•
of the best Turkish coffin-nails on the markt1t-reaJ imported from Smyrna," and he offered Frank a fancy box of
gold-banded cigarettes.
"Thank you, I don't smoke," replied the boy, politely
refusing to indulge.
"Oh, you mean you don't smoke cigarettes. I don't know
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Both reached the station at the same time, but ascended·
as I blame you. r rs a mighty bad habit. Allow me to subby different stairs, ~fr. Cates carefully keeping in the backstitute a prime Henry Clay. cigar."
ground until the t rain came along, when he boarded the
"I don't smoke at all," answered Cole, 'firmly.
"Do you mean that?" asked Mr. Cates, in some surpris~. car behind that taken by Cole.
He kept his eye on the boy and noted when he got up to
"Yes, sir."
leave t11e train at Forty-second Street.
"Do you drink?"
R e did tlle same, and followed tlie young messenger to
" do not."
"May I inquire if you are a member of the Young ¥en' s the street and so on to Broadway, where he observed Colr
take his station on the southwest corner.
Christian Association?" with a covert sneer.
"Evidently he expects to meet somebody," thought Cates,
"I am; but I don't think that has anything to do with
taking shelter in a convenient doorway. " I wonder where
it."
"That's right," replied Mr. Cates, turning the matter off. he's bound for?"
That question was presently settled, for Col~s friend
"You work in Wall Street, don't you?"
came along inside of five minutes, and then Oates shadowed
" Yes. "
"Brokerage firm, eh?" continued the new boarder, care- them to the theater.
" What time is the show over?" he asked a small, unilessly. "What name did you say ?"
formed clarkey in the main entrance.
"I didn't say," replied the boy, grimly.
. "Oh, yes, good joke ! Ha! ha! ha!" chuckled Mr. Cates.
'.'Eleben o'clock, sir."
' "Well, what is the name of your respected employers?"
Mr. Cates spent the interval at a well-known billiard and
The question was too direct to be parried, and as there {ool room in company with a sprucely dressed individual
was no particular reason why he shouldn't answer it, other who joined him there.
than an indisposition to gratify the new boarder's curiThey left the establishment a few minutes b~fore ·eleven
osity, he answered :
and strolled along toward the New Amsterdam Theater.
"John Mills."
The people were beginning to come out when they got
"Mills, eh?" and once more Mr. Cates laughed, softly. near the place, and it wasn't long before Cates singled out
Cole said Tiothing.
· Frank Cole and his friend, and pointed him out to his
"Whereabouts on Wall Street is your office?"
· , companion.
Cole's friend got on a north-bound Broadway car and
"No. -."
"Does' your employer deal in bonds as well as stocks ?" Cates judged that his fellow-boarder intended to take a ·
"He does."
south-bound one, instead of walking ro the elevated station.
"Well, a friend of mine has some Third Avenue RailCates and his friend immediately hurried forward ro
road 4's he is about to sell. If you think you could make prevent this.
a commission on the trade I'll steer you next to him."
'I'he first t hing Cole knew he felt a hand on his arm and
"I'm much obliged, Mr. Cates, but it would be better if then heard a voice which sounded familiar, in his ear.
your friend called on Mr. Mills direct."
"Upon my wqrd, Cole, this is an unexpected pleasure."
This answer seemed to disappoint the new boarder, and
The boy turned and found himself face ro face with the
he didn't say anything for a 'minute ot two.
new boarder.
Cole took advantage of his silence to rise and say he really
"Allow me to make you acquainted with a friend of mine.
had to go or he wouldn't be able to keep his engagement.
Pyle, this is Mr. Cole."
"Very well," answered Mr. Cates, als? rising and going
"Happy to know you, Cole," responded Mr. Pyle, graciwith him to the door. " I'll see you in the morning at break- ously, extending his hand.
fa ~, I suppose."
Frank bowed politely and shook hands with the gentle"Very likely," replied the boy, politely, and then the man.
door closed behind him and he went to .his own room to
"Bound home, eh ?" said Cates.
get ready to go out.
rrhe boy said he was.
H e had arrang~d to go to the New Amsterdam Theater
"So am: I."
with a Wall Street friend, a messenger employed by Wins"Oh, come now, what's your hurry?" interposed Pyle.
low, the fat broker.
·
"Come over to the corner and have something with me."
They were to meet at half-past seven at the corner of
"Sorry," replied Cates, with a wink, "but I've had two
Broadway and Forty-second Street, and Cole made it a already to-night and that's my limit. Besides, Cole doesn't
point always to be promptly on time.
drink, and I respect his scruples."
'Before he .was quite ready he heard Mr. Oates's door
"Well, if you wor(t; I suppose you won't," replied Pyle,
open and shut and the new boarder go downstairs.
with apparent regret. "At any rate, you'll come as far as
' R e followed in five minutes, and did not observe that Forty-seventh Street with me."
Mr. Cates was standing on the opposite side of the way,
"Sure !" and he linked arms with Cole. ·"We'll go as
smoking one of his Henry Clay perfectas.
far as that with you."
Cole started for the elevated station at a brisk pace, and
Frank wasn't particularly pleased with this arrangement,
the new boarder kept time with him on the other sidewalk. but didn't see how he could well back out. '
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"This is the gentleman I was speaking to you about who
1ias some Third A venue Railroad
bonds for sale," said
Cat~s to the boy as they started up Broadway.
"Yes," chipped in Pyle, "I have several that came to me
by the will of my late uncle. I was thinking of disposing of
them. I believe they're selling at 94."
"What's the matter with letting Cole hav~ them?" ;mggested Cates.• as if the idea had just struck him. "He works
for a stock ·and boi;id broker in Wall Street, and might get
a better price for them through his employer than you
could as an outsider."
""l'hat' a goocl idea," replied Pyle. "He could make a
rake-off for himself."
Cole was about to assure Mr. Pyle that he could do fully
as well himself with the bonds if he took them to a reputable broker, when a man, apparently intoxicated, stagger~d
out from a dark hallway and stopped in front of the pa.rty.
"Shay," he ·articulated, thickly, "gin1me price of a
whiskey, will yer ?"
" Give you nothing," replied Pyle, making a motion._to
push the fellow away.
"Get ont of the way, you bum!" said Cates, making a
similar motion.
"Whaz zat? Me a: bum?"
The fellow suddenly drew something from his pocket and
made a blow, not at Cates or Pyle, but at Frank, who had
not opened his mouth at all.
T he boy was taken so completely by surprise in the darkness of the night that the slung-shot caught him alongside
the head, and he sank to the pavement senseless.
" I guess I fetched him all right," said the supposed
drunken man, with a chuckle.
"You did, for fair l" laughed Cates and Pyle, in a
breath.
"Well, pick him up and carry him inside. I'll settle my
score by and by."
It was the voice of Lawrence Bangs, though it was apvarently not his face .•
I

CHAPTER VI.

w JT AT

CQLE SA w AND IIEArrn THROUGH THE TRANSOM.

Wl1en Frank Cole recovered his senses a couple of hours
later he became conscious of two things : first, that he had
a racking pain on one side of his head, and, second, that
he was lying upon .a lounge in a dark room .
'fhe inevitable "Where am I?" darted through his mind,
aml he began to wonder, in an unconnected kind of way,
what had happened to him, and whether he was really in
po;;session of his senses, or in the meshes of an unpleasant dream .
He lay some little time' without stirring, tTyi~P t~ bring
order out of chaos, as it were.
Then he sat up and brought his feet to the floor.
"Tf this is a dream, it beats anything of the kind I've

---- --

ever been up against," he muttered, trying to pierce the
shadows which en,•eloped him.
"Gracious! What a pain I've got in my heac1 !"
He got on his feet and walked to what he guessed to be
a window with closed-in Venetian blinds.·
He was not wrong in bis surmise.
Opening the blinds he looked out on the night and upon
a scene strange to his eyes-a succession of back yards extending for a full block.
"I'm certainly not in my room on Twenty-third Street,''
he breathed, in some perplexity. "Then, where am I ? &id
how came I to be here?"
The dim light showed him a pitcher full of water stand ing in a bowl on its stand.
He poured some of the water out and began to bathe his
feverec1 head.
"Why, there's a lump half the ~ze of a hen's egg above
my ear," he ejaculated in great surprise. "How did I get
that?"
Suddenly, under the soothing influence of the cold water,
the events of the evening began to crowd into his brain.
' As recollection asserted itself the unexpected meeting
with Reginald Cates, the introduction to his friend Pyle,
and the walk up Broadway, culminating in the encounter
with the drunken man near the corner of Forty-seventh
Street, unfolded themselves like a panorama before his
mental viaion.
"I remember now the fellow shuck out at me, something
seemed to crnsh in the side o.f my head, I saw red fire and
bright stars without number, and-then I woke up on that
loupge. Cates and his friend must have brought me in
here to revive me, and :finding the job beyond them have
gone for a doctor, perhaps. This mqst be Mr. Pyle's room.
Still, why am I left alone in the dark?" /
Cole thought tl:e proceedings rather strange, but hacl
not yet reached the point of suspecting Mr. Cates and his
friend Pyle.
'l'he boy walked up and clown the room a couple of times,
ancl then it occurred to him that he might just as well
leave the room anq the house and return to his boarding
place.
"What's the use of staying here?" he argued. "Practically I'm all right. I wonder where my hat is?"
'
He felt around and fo1md it on a chair.
Then he walked up to the door :md, much to his surprise, found it locked.
a So fm locked in," he said, scratching his chin reflectively. "I don't faney this state of \1-fiairs for a red cent."
Just then he heard a door bang downstairs and presently
there were steps on the stairs, coming up.
Apparently there were two persons ascend_ing, and Cole
jumped to the conclusion that they were Mr. Cat~ and his
friend Pyle, coming back to look after him.
They w~re speaking together, and when they reached the
landing outside the door one of the111 l~ughed in a peculiar
way. .
1,
, Cole expected to hear the rattle of the key in the lock ancl
see the door swing open, but nothing of the kind occurred.
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A key, however, snapped in an adjacent door l:t.nd the two . give something to know what's on his mind, but ther~ isn't
much chance that any outsider will get a 1ine on t.he work;nen, whoever they were, entered the riexl room.
The boy heard the scratch of a match, 3.n.d theri the ha.D.- ings of his gray matter. Come now, let's see the size of the •
som above another door, which he had not noticed before wad you lifted."
Mr. Pyle put his hand in his pocket and drew forth· a
because it stood behind th~ sl.de of the bed, was lit up, and
he heard the newcomers walking around the chamber.
black pocketbook.
Cole s~t on the edge of the si~gle bed, which tilled o?e
He opened it up and took from a compartment a small
side o:f the room, and hardly had he done so when he dis- pile of biils.
Pushing the wallet aside he proceeded to count the
tinctly heard his own name mentloned l.n the next aP.arlment.
.
.
money, while the ex-cashier watched him like a hawk.
lie jumped up as if he had sat on a hot stove, and listened.
"Six hundred and thirtv dollars," announced Mr. Pyle,
intently.
in a tone of satisfaction~ "That's three hundred and '
The men next door had apparently seated themselves, fifteen dollars apiece, I believe. Not so bad," and he -dibut he could only hear an indistinct hum of words.
vided the amount in two piles, one o.f which he rolled up
Finally, overcome by curiosity, and for want of some- and thrust into one of the pockets of his vest, while the
thing better to do, the boy softly placed a chair on the bed, other he shoved over toward his companion.
leaning against the wall, and mounted to the transom.
Mr. Bangs picked up his share and stowed it away in
He found that the button which held it in place was on his clothes with the air of a man used to handling money
his side, so he ttuned it so that he could open the swl.nging in quantity.
,. .
Then he replenished the two glasses from the decanter.
glass pane an:l look in ,upon his neighbors.
"Here's luck," he said, tossing off his liquor, ·an ex. ~f he hadn't been a lad_of nerve and presence of nni;i~,
it lS more than pro~able that he would have betraye~ ~IS ample followed by Mr . .Pyle.
Th ex-cashier set down his glass and took up the pocketpresence as an eaveedropper to the occupants of the ad.Jorning apartment, so great was his surprise on recognizing one lboo k. e
of the individuals as Lawrence Bangs.
"I wondet if there's anything else of value here?"
His companion was Mr. Pyle, the friend or Cates.
He pulled out divers slips of paper, cards and such like, '
They appeared to be enjoying themselves, for a small,
arid proceeded to examine them with some interest.
polishec1 table stood between them, on which was a decanter
, One by one he tossed them aside as amounting to nothcontaining a dark-red liquid, two small giasses, and a box
ing, until he came to the last-a-piece of note-paper folded
partly filled with cigars of an expensive brand.
into quarters.
Although the hands of a handsome bronze clock on the
He studied the writing on this sheet with peculiar attenmantelpiece :P?inted to fifteen minutes of one, neither gention.
tleman showed any disposition of retirl.ng for the night.
"Pyle," he said, and there was a riote of excitemerlt in his
"What are you going lo do to the boy, anyway, Bangs?';
voice,
"here is the chance. to make a haul on the market if
Mr. Pyle was saying, when Cole first got his eyes and eru'S
we
only
had enough of money."
.
upon the tw.o, as he i~ned pack in his chair and sent a
"What
do
you
mean?"
asked
his
companion,
bending
couple of smoke rings toward the ceiling.
"What am going to do to him, eh?" replied the ex- forward.
"I mean I have here a dead open and shut pointer on
cashier, exposing his even row of reghlar white teeth
p.
S. & A.-a stock that has been selling 'way down in the
through the silky folds of his mustache, :In a way that retwenties
for more than a year. This is a personal note
minded one of the snarl of an angry hyena. "Say, Fyie,
from
the
president of the rtad to Mr. Harlow, advising
what would you do to a measley young p:ionkey who stepped in and spoiled a carefully prepared programme that him to go the limit on the stock, as developments will be
made public in a few days that will boom the secur~ties
would have netted you a cool $50,000 ?"
"Well, upon my word, I clon't know what I should do to above the half century mark. This information is a cinch
for a speculator with money who ca.n ad on it at once.
him. ! should feei like getting back at him some way."
"Exactly. You would.Ii't rest contented until you hacl Pyle. we must not 1et it get by ns, if we have to rob a
bank.."
got satisfaction."·
·
"Tbat's about the size of it."
"Excuse me, I'm not a ·'high-toner' of that kind, and I
"Very we1i, we'l1 say no more about it. You and Cates don't think you are either."
have performed your parts satisfactorily. The boy is in
"I merely spoke in a figurative sense, Pyle. We must
my power, laid Ol1t in the next room. · Re's safe untJi raise some money, anyhow, for this tip is something that
morning. After .that it's up to me ·to squaJ:e my debt with only comes to a man once or twice in a lifetime. Now
him. Now let's talk about something else. About the $5,000 even, invested on the strength of this advance knowlmoney, for instance, of which you relieved Broker Harlow edge, on a ten per cent. margin, should bring llS in anyin the cafe fo-nigbt, where we found him as drunk as a where from $15,000 to $30,000 profit. Think.of that, Pyle.
loon. When Harlow goes on ·a night's spree it is a certain We could live in clover for some time to come."
sign he is on the eve of engaging in some big deal. I'd
"That's what we could," replied Mr. Pyle, eagerly.
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"The question is, how are we to raise $5,000 right away," don't see any other chance of raising the money within the
said the ex-cashier.
limited time it woul be of use in this D. S. & A. deal, why,
".There's those Third Avenue bonds Cates and I got I'll agree to let you have your way and see how you come
hold of last Monday."
out," said the ex-cashier.
'.'Where a.re they?"
"All right. We'll lose no time, then, for it's half-past
"Up in my room. Cates and I were figuring on getting one now. I'll go out and hunt up a cab, while you take a
this young Cole to take them down to his office and work look at the boy."
·
them off through his boss, that is, of course, if you were
Cole, from his post of observation, saw that the conferwilling to stand for it by letting up on him for awhile. ence was over, and lest he be caught napping, descended
You see, if we could put such a deal through, when the .from the fanlight, removed the chair and threw himself
bonds were traced afterward, suspicion would fall on Cole, on the lounge in an easy position, closing his eyes and
and it would be up to him to explain how they came into feigning to be still unconscious when he heard the sound
his possession. We would be out of the city by that time of the key turning in the lock.
with our boodle, and Cole would find it a hard job to prove
how he was taken in. That would be an easy and safe way
for you to get square with him. What do you think of it?"
"I'm afraid it wouldn't work. Cole isn't an easy boy to
CHAPTER VII.
hoodwink. 'I'.ve had some months' experienee with him,
and ought to know him pretty well. He's smarter than
WHAT COLE DOES WITH HIS POINTER ON D. s. & A.
the genera.I run. If I thought he was likely to bite I'd say
go ahead."
Mr. Bangs entered. the room, struck a match and looked
''I don' t see any other way of raising the money you at the young messenger attentively.
want," said Mr. Pyle, lighting a fresh cigar. "We could
"He's good for another hour or two yet," he muttered,
get a cab and take the boy to his boarding house before he loud enough for the boy to hear.
recovers his senses, and Cates would explain to him in the
Then he went out, locking the door · after him.
morning how a drunken chap laid him out with a slung"So I've been the victim of a put-up job, engineered by
•shot, and how we brought him home and put him to bed. that rascal Bangs for the purpose of getting me into his
That ought to make us kind of solid with him. Then,
power so he could do me up somehow in revenge for the
morrow night I could call around there with the bonds, spoke I put in his wheel the time he struck down Mr. Mills
Cates would get him into his room, and we would try and in his office and hoped to skip with a bag full of money
1alk him into negotiating the bonds for u:.s."
and securities. The object of our .new boarder, -Mr. Regi. "How do you propose t-0 account for the securities being nald Cates, is clear enough to me now. He took the room
in your possession?" asked Mr. Bangs.•
on purpose to get fa with me. Looks as if that apparently
"I told him to-night, when we were coming up the street, accidental meeting with_him and his friend Pyle was arthat an uncle of mine willed1them to me," snickered Mr. ranged beforehand. They must have got wind of my moveP yle.
·
ments. Very likely Cates shadowed me from the boarding
"He might want .some proof of that before acting in the house to the theater, then reported the fact to Bangs, who
matter. I tell you again that boy is not a soft proposition." arranged the plan which was afterward canied out. And
"You leave that to me, Bangs. There are fifteen $1,000 now Bangs is going to let me go so that Cates and Pyle can
bonds in that lot, worth, at the market price, $14,000. work the bond matter through me. Well, I won't do a thing
There isn't hard'ly a chance they will be missed by thfilr real to the tbree of them when I get out of this. I'll give them
owner for a couple of months:. at least. With this Cole as a surprise that will make their hair curl. Bangs evidently
a go-betweef!, I think we stand a fair chance of realizing lives in this house under an assumed name. No doubt but
on the securities. Otherwise I'm afraid they'll prove a he wears a disguise when he goes out. I must try and
dead. loss. I advise you to let the boy go under these cir- identify the house when they take me away, so that I can
cumstances, and trust to Cates and I to make capital out of tip off the police and have our late cashier taken into cushim. If we fail there are more ways than one of killing a tody. As for Cates and Pyle, they'Jl.qe easy to catch, since
cat."
they will have no suspicions that I am on to their little
Bangs, h_owever, was opposed to giving up the advantage game. I could almost.lavgh.w.hen I ~hink how taken aback
he had, but after further argument Mr. Pyle succeeded in those thr1ee rascals will . be. Bangs wasn't wrong when he
winning him over.
told Mr. Pyle that I wasn't :m easy proposition. They'll
"Revenge is all right in its way, Bangs, but cold cash is find I'm a mighty hard one."
]Jetter. By resigning Cole to us there is a very fair chance
Cole· was so tho;oughly tickled at the idea of turning the
that we shall be able to bring $14,000 instead of $5,000 to table on the three rascals that he quite forgot about the
bear on this stock deal you have in sight, and that would pointer in D. S. & A. which he ha.Q.. overheard from the
mean three times the profit you had in mind, wouldn't it?" · lips of Lawrence Bangs.
"I'm not _over sanguine that you will succeed in bringIt wasn't likely that it would entirely slip his attention.
ing the bond issue to a satisfactory focus, Pyle; but as I
When he got to thinking over that litterview between
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Bangs and Pyle again it would not fail to eiectrify his attention and set him to :figuring how he- could make use of
it himself.
In the course of perhaps twenty minutes a cab stopped in
front of the house into which Cole had been taken three
hours before, and Mr. Pyle got out and went upstairs.
Five minutes afterward he and Bangs carried the apparently unconscious messenger boy downstairs, out on
the :::tre~t and deposited him inside the vehicle.
Then they got inside themselves, after Mr. Pyle had
given the driver his directions, and the cab turned around
and rolled away downtown.
"Cates agreed to wait for me at the 'Criterion,' which
keeps open all night," said Mr. Pyle. "He has a night-key
to the boarding house.;' .
"All right," replied Bangs.
They picked up Cates at the place in question, and there
was no further stop until the boarding house was reached.
Then Cates and his friend Pyle lifted the inert form of
Cole between them and carried him lip the stoop to the
:front door.
C'ates's night-key admitted them to tho houRe.
'
After that it was a simple matter to convey the boy to his
room, lmdress him and put him to bed in the dark.
'T'his businei;s having been satisfactorily concluded, Pyle
alone returned to the cah and drove away uptown with
Bangs.
As soon as Cole liad been }(.>ft to hi mscl f he chuckled
grimly.
Then he starteo to lay his plans for the morrow with a
feeling of imm.em;e satisfaction, but in the midst of the
operation he fell asleep.
He wa8 dressing himself next morning when Cates
walkeo into his room without knocking.
"Well, Cole," he exclaimed, with apparent cordiality,
"how do you fee] this morning after the knocKout you got
last .night from that ·drunken loafer? Upon my word, he
fetched yon an awful crack on the nut. You dropped as if
a horse had kicked you, and while we were trying to· revive
you the old soak disappeared. We carried you to a doctor,
and he worked on you awhile without making a~y impres:;ion. Finally he told us to take you home and put you to
beCI, that you probably would be all right by morning. I'm
:jolly glad to see that he was right."
Mr. Cates reeled off his tissue of lies as glibly as though
it were gospel truth, and Cole, in pursuance to his plans,
pretended to accept the ·situation as set forth by the
schemer.
"Pyle is a good fellow,'' went on Cates, enthusiastically.
"J never saw him take so much interest in the welfare of
anybody as he did in you last night after you were laid out.
Treated you just as if you were his brother. Seems to
have taken a shine to you. You'll find Pyle all to the
good."
Then they went downstairs to breakfast, and after the
meal Cole took the elevated train for Rector Street.
It was while he was eeated in his customary . seat in the
reception-room of th~ office that he suddenly thought of
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the D. S. & A. revelation be had oyerheard in the house on
upper Broadway.
It came to him like a flash, and he wondered how it
could have escaped his attention until that moment.
He hastened to look up the previous day's record of the
stock.
Something like 2,500 shares hacl changed hands at 20 5-8.
"At that .figure I have money enough now, thanks to
the thousand Mr. Mills presented me with yesterday, to
buy 600 on a ten per cent. basis. I think I'll make a :few
inquiries and see what I can lea·r n . First, I want to discover if the president of the D. S. & A. and Mr. Harlow are
warm personal friends. If they are I may safely conelude that is a genuine pointer, in which case I will venture my little boodle, sink or swim, on the probability of
D. S. & A. getting a boom on. At any rate, I want to get
in on the deal on the ground floor and make a ten-strike
while l'm about it."
As luck would have it, Harlow himself came in just
before ten to i::ec if Mr. Mills had come downtown yet. ,
He looked rather seedy, as if he had been drinking
heavily.
.
"No, sir," replfod :Frank, in amnrcr to his inquiry, "he
hasn't arrived yet, but he is likely to call {1-llY minute."
Hardly were the words out of his mouth when in walked
Mr. 1\fi.lls.
·
"Hello, Har]o\1'," he said. cordi.ally greeting the visitor,
"glad to see you. What is the matter with you? You look
as if you'd been pulled through a knothole. Been celebrating something?"
."A little quiet toot, Mills, that's all," replied the broker,
with a sickly smile. "I'll be all right as soon as I get to
the Exchange."
"WeJl, come into the office."
Ten minutes later Mr. Harlow came out and left the
office.
Then, buzz went the boss's bell ancl Frank hastened to
answer the summons.
"'rell Mr. Briggs to give you those certificate.5 of D. S.
& A. stock he'll find in the safe, wrap them up and take
them with this memorandum over to Harlow's office and
hand them to his cashier."
"Yes, sir,'' replied Cole, promptly, hastening to obey
instructions.
·
Evidently, Harlow was beginning to gather in D. S. & A.,
and the fact struck the messenger boy as a significant confirmation of the pointer he had in mind .
vVhen he returned from delivering the stock at Mr. Harlow's office, anothe~ message awaited Frank, and so it was
almost without intermission until noontime, when there
came a breathing spell to him.
Ascertaining that Mr. Mills, was in his office, and not
engaged with a vi!:•itor, he made bo1c1 to enter and ask for
a few minutes of his employer's time.
"Well, Frank, what can I do for you?" asked Mr. Mills,
with a smile.
"I want to consult >'OU on a very imvortant.matter, sir."
"Indeed. Well, I will listen to y011."
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"In the first place, I want to tell you that I have dis"Why do you ask? Mr. Harlow is a personal friend of
covered the hiding place of Mr. Bangs."
:Mr. Slocum's."
The broker looked at him incredulously.
"I just wanted to know if they were acquainted," re"That's more than the police have succeeded in doing, plied Frank, carelessly.
though I understand there are several detectives on the
At that point the detective came ih.
case."
Cole went all over his story again for his benefit, and
"Can't help that, sir. I saw Mr. Bangs myseli last answered frankly whatever questions were put to him by
night with my own eyes, and I think that's pretty good the sleuth.
evidence."
A plan of operations was then decided on for the even. "It ou~ht to be; but might you not have been mistaken? ing, after which the detective took his departure and Cole
A similarity in appearance may have deceived you. One went to his lunch.
can't be too careful when identifying a person wanted by
He took with him the envelope containing the $1,000 rethe authorities."
ceived from Mr. Mills ancl then he drew $26b, practically
"If you will permit me to tell my story, about a curious his entire savings, from the ban1c
and rather unpleasant adventure I had last night, you 'vill
He hurri ed to the office of Broker Winslow and ordered
be better able to judge how correct I am in saying that it the margin clerk to purchase 600 shares o.f D. S. & A., at
was actually Mr. Bangs, our late cashiet, whom I saw."
21, on a ten per cent. inargiri, depositing $1,2~b to secure
"Go on, Frank. You interest me. I would give $500 the broker against loss.
·
to see that person pul behind the bars."
Then he went to a restaurant, conscious he was in to win
"I hardly think it will cost you 500 cents to satisfy that big money or go flat broke.
desire, unless Mr. Bangs is clever enough to give the police
t h,e slip a second ~ime."
Thereupon the boy told his story of his night's experiences, beginning with his introduction to Mr. Cates at the
C ft.APTER VIII.
supper-table of his boarding house, and winding up with
his return to that domicile in the cab at three in the morn- REGINALD CATES AN"D iris FRiEND PYLE ARE R.ouNDED UP.
ing.
To say that Mr. Mills was astonished would be putting
Directly after dinner that evching a sharp-eyed man,
it very mild indeed.
dressed li.ke a prosperous person of business, called at the
"It is a very pretty little game these people expect to boarding house and inquired for Frank Cole.
work through me, but it should be a simple matter to catch
H e was shown up to the boy's 1·oorn.
them with the goods o~ them. Pyle intends to brihg those
Fifteen minutes later Cole knocked dh brltes's door, in
stolen Third Avenue Railroad bonds to our house this even- accordance with atl iiivitdtioh extciiRed by the hew boarder,
ing and hand them over to me, after he and Cates have suc- and accepted by Frank, ti:rtcl was tcild to ~walk ih.
ceeded in persuading me ro make the attempt to dispose of
Oates was reading an evenillg papet and smoking a Turkthem through this office. I would suggest that a detective ish cigarette.
be on hand to take charge of both the bonds and the ra:s"Sorry you don' t smoke, Cole," h·e said, as he threw
cals themselves."
down th e paper. . "It's so m1tch more sociable, don't you
"The matter shall be attended to at once. I will com- kn ow. "
municate1immediately with the Wall Street Detective Bu" I don't think it is absolutely netessary to smoke in
reau, and have a man sent here at once to confer with us. order to be i::ociabl e," repli ed Frank. "I regard it as a
Now are you sure you could point out the house in whi ch mighty bad habit,- especially for boys."
you say Mr. Bangs is keeping under cover?"'
"I won't say it isn't, btlt do you know I lake a heap of
"Yes, sir,· I can."
comfort out o.f a cigarette," grinned Cate , lighting a fresh
"On Broadway, near Forty-seventh Street?"
one, with great reli sh.
"Yes, sir."
"I'm willin g you slioulcl, bnt as for myself 1 reel just
Mr. Mills seized his desk 'phone and rang up the bureau as comfortabl e without the article."
in qt1estion, which was located at No. 13 Wall Street.
"I'm afraid the cigarette trrn:;t would go out of business
The answer he received was quite satisfactory.
if it had to rl epend on abstain ers like you."
"A detective will be here in a few minutei:;," he said to
"There'd he one trust less, then, for the papers to kick
Cole.
·
at."
While they were waiting, Frank took down a copy of
"Do you know there were scverai billions of cigarettes
Poor's Manual of Railroads and looked to see who was sold last year, and it was an oil' year at that."
president of the D. S. & A. road.
"Well, I'll ta ke your word for it. I know I didn't buy
It was John Ward Slocum.
any .of. them, ~o the statisti cs Clon' t intereRt me."
"Did you ever hear Mr. Harlow speak of John W. Slo"I bought my share, and smoked 'ehi, too, and you can
cum, president of the D. S. & A. Railroad?" the boy asked see I'm still ti'!'ing to keep my end up. By the \\"a!', ham
Mr. Mills.
you thought any n~ore about those Third A venue :Railroad
\
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bonds which P yle is gping to sell? You might just as well
"There, Cole, what did I tell you ? Nothing mean about
make a few dolh1rs by liandling them as not . Your boss my 1fri enc1 P yle. Did you bring the copy of your uncle's
will surely apow you a small rake-off for putting a deal will from the Regi stry Office ?"
of that kind .in hir:i way."
"By J ove l If I didn't go and forget it, may I be-"
"He rpight.• that's tru e," replied Cole, t)1011ghtfully.
"Don't swear, Pyle. Cole will forgive you, but you must
"Sure he would," Raid Cates, in a tone of sati sfaction, get it, yon lmow . . I t's all right, of course, hqt there's
thinking th e )Joy was corping aro1md. Then t o clinch the nothing like the proof of t he pudding, ain't that right,
matter he added : "I've no doubt hut P yle will make it Cole ?"
an obj ect for you to take t]1 e rpatter off his hands. P yle,
Frank nodded, highly amused at the efforts of the two
you see, is a poor pusiness man. H e's afraid these Wall rascals to throw him off his guard.
Street brokers will skin hi1n som ehow, tQk~ [!cl vantag~ of
"They must think I'm soft to be so easily taken in," he
him, you know. Now you, being connected with a broker, thought. "'l'alk about confidence games, these chaps are
can sell his securiti cfl tr> the best ad vantage, and he's satis- tr:vin g to put it all over me. l believe Cates has made up
tied he'll get all that's coming to him if you engineer the hi s mind that I'm a ya:rr after all. "
sale. "
After some more light and airy talk, Mr. P yle produced
"I'll guarantee he'll get · all that's coming to him if he. the fifteen $1,000 Third Avenue 4: per cent. bon ds.
puts the bonds in my hands," replied Cole, si~ificantly.
" I wouldn' t mind· if one of my ' relatives left me som!'l
"Then you'll agree to t ake them and do the best you can of that same stuff," r emarked Cat es, with one of his cheerwith them ?" excl a im ~d ~' ates, j o~rfull :y.
ful grin s ; "but I'm afraid there's no such luck in store
"Yes, if your friend Mr. P yle will assure me that they're for me."
all ri ght."
"They look good, don't they?" said P yle, spreading the
"Of course he wil l, and I 'll guarantee wh ptever he says bond s out on the table.
is all right."
" You might present a fellow with one of them to re" That is safo:fa ctory. You see, 1\fr. Mills or an~' other member you by," said Cates, playfully.
broker will not purchasE:i bonds unless he haR a reasonabl e
" You're altogether too modest, a .ates. Would one be
assurance that th e per son offering them for sal e has a enough ?"
right to do so."
"T think one would be ample sufficiency." ·
"Pyle will be able to convince you of his right to those
" I should dread the effect upon, you of coming into poshonds. H e says he'll fetch an attest ed copy of hi s un cle's session of a whole ·thou sand plunks all at one time. You
will. CJ'hat ought to be evidence enough f pr any r easonable might drop de:+d, Cates, and then I should never forgive
person."
myself."
"You expect Mr. P yle this t::vening, you say ?"
"Come in!" shouted Cole at this point.
"Sure thing."
" Wh at 's the matter? I didn't hear any one Jmock," said
"And \\'.ill he bring those bond ~ ?"
Cates, as both he and his fri end glanced at the door.
"Of coursE:i he will."
Th e door opened just the same and the sharp-eyed,
"What i s the total market val11e qf the bonds he wants prosperous-looking man who had been shown t o Cole's
to sell ?"
·
r oom, walked into th e apartment as if jrn really had a right
"Fourteen thou sand one hun~lrecl doll ars."
there.
~
"And do you think he would ailow me the odd hundred
" Gentlemen," said Frank, smothering a gi·in, "let me
dollars for my i;ervices ?"
introd uce you to a friend of mine. Mr. Cat es, this is
"Snre as you live he would."
Mr. Shaw."
At that ppint there was a tap on th~ door.
"Glad to meet you, Mr. Shaw," said Cates, a bit doubt" Come in," s~id Oates.
.
fully.'
Whereupon in m~rch ecl his friend Mr. P~·lr.
,/The pleasure is mutual, sir," repl!ed the visitor, grimiy.
"Glad tp see you, · Cole," he said , genially. " How do
" Mr. P yle, Mr. Shaw," continued Frank.
you feel after the knock you had on the head ?"
"Happy to know you, sir," said P yle, with an inward
"I feel as if I'd like to get back at the chap who handed curse.
it out to rpe."
" T he happineHs is mutual, Mr. P yle," in a tone that
"I'm afraid you'll miss that pleasure," Jaughed P yle, Oates's friend didn't r elis11.
with a wink at his friend . "What do you -think, Cates?"
"1 thought you would be pleased to know Mr. Shaw,"
" I t~ink sq, too," with a grin, ~s he lighted another went on Cole, with a quiet chuckle.
cigarette, and then offered the box to P yle. "Did you
" Of course," said Cates, with apparent cordiality. "Any
bring thos<1 bol}ds with you ? Cole and I have b'een talking friend of yours, Cole, is as welcome as the flowers in
over the matter of their sale, and he says i:£ you'll give spring."
him op.e huµ~red dollars- - "
"¥r. Shaw is a gentleman of some local celebrity," said
"Why, certainly," replied P yle, in an offhanded way, Cole, cheerfully.
"and.if that isµ,'t enough I ·don't mind doubling that :figµre.
"Ah, a politician, perhaps," remarkep. Pyle.
1 Frank shook his head.
I can afford it."
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"No," he said, "not a politician."
"Not an actor?" a,,'.<ed . Ca.tes, looking hard at their
visitor.
"Mr. Shaw is connected with the Wall Street Detective
Bnreau."
"What!" gasped the two confidence operators, in a breath.
"Mr. Shaw is one of our smartest detectives," repeated
Frank, 1rnavely. "He is a!so an excellent judge of bonds.
Would yon mind looking at these Third Avenue securities
which )fr. Pyle Sfl)'H was willed to him by his late uncle,
and see if they bear any resemblance-the numbers, I mean
-to H1e numbers of fifteen certificates of Third Avenue
Raihoacl stock which were this afternoon reported as stolen
from the home of Mr. Archibald Malli.son, of No. - Madison .'l.wnue, last : \[onday.''
Mr. Shaw de£tly produced a note~book :from his pocket
and brgnn to consult a list of figures upon a certain page,
while Uates and Pyle Rat back in their chairs, aghast.
'J'he slenth checkerl off each of the fifteen certificates
until he had accounted for the whole number, when he shut
up his note-book with a smack, returned it to his pocket
and rose to his feet.
"Mr. Pyle and 1\'Ir. Cates, you will consider yourselves
under arrest," .ke said i.n sharp, decisive tones.
"Under arrest!" exclaimed the two young men, springing
to their feet in a wild-eyed and half-aggressive manner.
"Put on ,your hats, both of you!" m1swered Mr. Shaw,
sharply. ,
"But, sir, thi_s is an outrage!" cried Mr. Oates.
"An infernal outrage!".. coincided Mr. Pyle.
"Will you go qni.etly, or must I call for assistance?"
returneu the unmoved detective.
"T suppose _this is your doings, Cole?" snarled Oates,
turning suddenly on the young messenger.
Frank did not appear to have beard the remark.
"You'll live to regret it, my young covey," hissed Pyle,
with a malevolent look, as both were marched cfownstairs
by the detective, out on the sidewalk and into a waiting carriage, the driver of which immediately drove off.

CHAPTER IX.
THE RISING OF A S'rOCK.

Cole followed the party out of the house and was joined
on the sidewalk by two central office men.
T'h e three started for Broadway, where they took an uptown car and got off at the corner of Forty-fifth Street.
From this point they slow]Jr walked up the street.
As they approached the corner of Forty-~eventh Street
Cole pointed to the house where he had been held a prisoner
the night before.
There was a small white slip pasted over the bell handle
which informed the public that a room was to be let.
"You sa.y this Bangs occupies the third floor back apart. Jllents ?" asked one of the- detectives.

"Yes,' answered Cole. "The hall room adjoining it, in
which 1 was confined, has a fanlight overlooking it. If you
could manage to reach it you wottld be able to get .sight of
your man before many hours, I guess."
"Maybe that', the room which is to let. T will investigate."
The detective> rang the bell and was admitted, while Cole
and the other officer remained outside.
ln;;irll:' of five minuteR the detective rejoined them with
the information that he had rented the room in question
and had notified the landlady that he would occupy it that
night.
"Our bird is evidently out, for the adjoining room is
dark," he remarked to his associate. "We are very much
obliged to you, Mr. Cole, and shan't want you any more
until we send for you to identify the gentleman himself
after we have taken him to headquarters."
.r ext morning Cole dropped into Winslow's office ancl
was told that the 600 shares of D. S. & A. had been duly
purchased, and was held subject to his order.
Frank had hardly taken his seat in the reception-room
before Mr. Shaw appeared and told him he would ha.ve to
appear at the Tombs Police Court that morning to give
evidence against Messrs. Oates and Pyle.
"How about Bangs?" asked the boy. "Has he been
arrested ?"
'.Phe detective shook his head.
"Not yet; but it's only a question of a few hours."
Cole apperu;ed at the court in due time and was joined
there b); the Wall Street sleuth.
Reginald Cates and his friend Pyle were held for the
action of the grand jury and remandetl to the Tombs prison
in the meanwhile.
The day, however, wore way, as did the next, and Sunday came again, and still the ex-cashier evaded arrest.
He must have received warning in some mysterious manner that his retreat hac1 been spotted ·by the police, for he
uid not show up there again.
A detective was constantly on the watch in the hall room
beside the one he had occupied, but surveillance was kept
in vain, and was finally discontinued.
This failure on the part of the police to catch Lawrence
Bangs was a disappointment to Mr. Mills, as well as a
source of some uneasiness to Cole, who was kept on the
alert against some new scheme of the ex-cashier's to square
the old account.
Ofher matters, how~ver, soon engaged the young messenger's attention-especially the steady rise of D. S. & A.
It closed at 24 1-8 on Satur~ay on a strong market.
Sunday's papers printed a confirmation of previous rumors of the purchase 0£ the controlling interest in the
atock of a. ri.val line whose competitive freight rates had
fong operated against the interests 0£ the D . S. & A.
The result was the beginning 0£ a boom in the road's
securities which sent the price of the stpck to 30 by Wednesday.
The br oker s were tu-~.bling over one another to get hold
of some 0£ it to fill a sudden rush of orders from the
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laml.ici who invaded the Street whenever the market got
Jiyely.
" You seem to be in remarkably good humor to-day,
l•rank," i-emarked Daisy, as the boy, humming a merry
• ail', paused beside her desk for a moment.
"Sure thing. I sn't it better to be happy than sad?"
" But there's some reason for your nnusua.J flow of
spirits," she persisted.
" 'That's as much as to say you want me to tell you all
a,bout it. Don't you !mow what curiosity dicl for MotheT
Eve?" he grimi,ed.
" Go along, you fooli sh boy."
'"Well, I 'll tell you what I was thinking of-the anniversary our landlady is going to hold Saturday night."
" In honor o'f what ?" she asked, curiously.
" Our cook hHing been with us two weeks."
" What a fib. Tell me thr truth now. What 'lllakes you
feel so good?"
" I feel good because I bought some shares of D. S. & A.
at 2i' and the brokers at the Exchangeeare trying their
prettiest to boost it above 30 this morning."
"Really?"
"Fact, I assure you. I expect it will go to 50, and that I
shall make enough money to go into business for myself and
hire you at advanced wages as my private stenographer."
"Will you please talk sense, Frank Cole?" she said, with
a pout.
"Cents ! I don't deal in anything so small; I'm talking
dollars at pre ent."
"You mean you' re talking through your bat."
"No, I'm talking through my mouth, like any other
human being," he grinned.
. "I suppose you think you're witty. The little children
in my Sunday School class would make you look like thirty
cents. They're the brightest little thihgs I ever came
across."
"How?"
"Why, last Sunday I was telling the class about the
rhinoceros family. They seemed to be so interested that I
.said, 'Now children, name some things that it is very dangerous to get near to and that have horns.' 'I know, teacher,'
said one dear little fellow in knickerbockers. 'Well ?' I
asked. 'Motor caJ·s,' he cried, in great delight. Waan't
that just cute?"
" Daisy, " replied the boy, with a pained expression, "I
take my hat off to you."
" Why, what's the matter?" she said, in surprise.
" I wouldn't tsll that story too often if I were you."
" Why not? I think it was real clever of little Johnny
Jones."
"Sure. Is he any relation· to 'Little Johnny Jones' they
used to sing about?" ~., · ·
"Frank Cole, you're too mean for anything, :so there!"
and Daisy Lee resumed her typewriting.
" You haven't asked me how ,many shares of D. S. & A.
I control," he said.
"I don't want to know," she replied, clicking away at
the keys.

"Now you're mad, aren't you?" he snickered.
No answer.
"I've got 600 shares," he persisted.
"Wlrnt !" she exclaimed, stopping and looking full in hi11
face.
"Six hundred shares,'' he repeated.
"Thafs another."
'
"Thanks. All the same it's the truth."
"Why, where would you get the money to buy six hundred shares of D. S. & A.?"
"Mr. Mills presented me with $1,000 n couple of weeh
ago, didn't he?"
"And have you put all that into stock?" she gasped .
"Yes, and $260 i;nore on top of it."
"Frank Cole, have you gone crazy?"
"Not that I'm aware of," he replied, coolly.
"Nobody but a crazy boy would do such a thing as thnt:· ·
"It's a. good thing to be crazy once in awhile, then.
Didn't I tell you I bought it at 21 and that it opened at 30
this morning? I'll bet it's 32 now. Bet you a box of best.
candy against a crooked nickel. Take me up?"
"Yes," she replied, mischievously.
•
"All right. Come out to the indicator and we'll see who's
won."
She followed him out into the reception -room and he
caught up the tape.
. "I guess you 'win," he said, with a comic. expression of
resignation. "It's only reached 31 7-8."
"I knew I'd win," she cried, gleefully. "You'll have to
buy the candy."
"I'm willing, for I'm about $6,500 ahead. I guess I can
afford it."
"You're not joking, then?" she said, looking at him with
'
wonder in her eyes.
"Not on your tintype, Miss Lee. But remember, Daisy,
mum'~ the word, for I am called the Young Sphinx of Wall
Street, and I don't. want to lose my reputation. This luck
of mine mustn't get out. As soon lis I cash in you are good
for as many matinees and glasses of ice cream soda as
you'll stand for. There, now, are you satisfied?"
"I'll tell you better when the matinees and the icecream sodas materialize," she replied, with a laugh, as she
ran back to her machine.
"They'll materialize all ·right," he grinned, fOr at that
moment the ticker recorded a sale of 2,000 shares of D. S.
&, A. at 32.

CHAP TER X.
COLE GETS OUT FROM UNDER IN THE NICK OF TIME.

Frank Cole follo-yved the market closely while attending
as strictly as ever to his regular duties as Mr. Mills's
messenger.
The stock in which he was now interested mounted sev-
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H e was beginning to be afraid that the stock would take
eral points every day, but the boy was as stoical as an
a tumble again.
Ameri can Indian.
H e hear<4 some brokers talking abo11t tlt e road one clay,
Some boys would have given a whoop or turned a flipflop every time the stock achanced a point, for such advance and from their con versati on he judg ~ that after all th ere
was some hitch about the stock control the directorate of
meant $600 to the good in Cole's case.
At any rate, most boys couldn't have kept their good D. S. & A. hacl been reported to have obtained }n th e ri val
road.
fortune under control.
Such whispern were bad things to get afloat.
They would have told everybody they knew how much
mon e~· they were making, how much they still expect~d to
" lt's ~nst as well to be on the safe side,'' he argued, and
make, and what they proposed doing with it when th e cash lie walked ovei: to th e fat broker's office and on1ercd h i:-;
came into their hands.
·
holdings to be di sposed of at once at th e market fi gure of
41
3-8.
Tu fact, his boarding house nickname of the Sphinx was
Mr. Win slow was in his office at the time, q.µd it was to
beginning to; be applied to him by several brokers.
Broker Winslow, who ha,d become aware of the invest- him ·Cole gave the order.
"What's th e matter, Cole ? Have you lost your nerve?"
ment he had made through his office, was the man who
"No, sir."
started the ball rolling.
"What are you selling 01.1t for when it's the talk of tl1e
H e stopped Frank on the street one day anti congratuStreet that D. S. &. A. will surely reach 50 ?" ·
lated him on bis foresight in buying D. S. & A.
"You must b'e $10,000 ahead on that deal, Cole. How
"Because I don't believe it will."
came you to pick out that stock?"
"You don't, eh ?, What do you know about it, anyway ?"
"Nothing doing, Mr. Winslow," Frank replied; with a chuckled the fat broker.
1
'
wink.
"Not much, sir; b1it a little caution sometimes goes a
•That means you won't tell, eh ?" laughed the broker. good way in Wall Street."
"A still tongue makes a wise head, sir."
•
"Don't you know it is said that a little knowledge is a
"Well, I never knew you to be very lavish with words,'' dangerous thing ?"
replied the fat operator. "No use asking you how you
"Yes, sir. That's why f'm getting out from i.fnder."
ca.me to have money enough to take advantage of your op"Then in your humble opinion D. S. &' A. is going on
the toboggan before it reaches th e half century."
portunity, I su ppooe ?"
"Hardly a fair question, is it, sir?"
" I didn't say so, sir."
" But you think so. H you didn't you'd hold on to your
"I thought maybe you received a legacy, or something
of that kind."
stock to win anoth er thousand or two."
Cole grinned but remained mute.
" I know when I've got enough."
"I suppose you' ve been reading stori es of how boys make
"Lt}cky boy. If the majority of the lambs who flock
money in Wall Stre~t and you are now mak ing a prac- to the Wali Street fold knew when th ey hacl enough some
tical demonstration of your knowletlge."
of us people would go out of business."
"Very likely, sir. I think Mr. Jordon, next door, would
"Hardly, sir."
"It isn't every boy who makes $10~000 in a week or two lead off the bunch."
"This is the third time I've heard you rap Mr. J ?rdon.
the way you have."
•
"If they did there wouldn't be messenger boys enough in Why do you always regard him with suspicion?" asked the
'the district ,to go around."
fat man, curiously.
• "I'll bet there wouldn't. They'd be off celebrating their
" Well, every tim e I see him he has a different umbrella."
"That's
pretty goocl," ancl Mr. Win slow laughed heartily.
good fortune. I haven't noticed that you've exhibited any
"I'll have to tell that around."
symptoms of hysterics that way."
"I wouldn't tell it ·a-round, sir. That wouldn't be
"No, s)r," answeretl Frank, coolly.
"Say, 'you've got a wonderful nerve."
square."
"I see you're something of a punster, if you are the
"Think so, sir?"
"You t;lke your great luck as cool as the oldest operator Sphinx o.f Wall . Street," grinned th e fat brokeT, a3 he
wrote clown Cole's orcler to sell, and then reached for his
in the Street."
hat, preparatory to starting for the Excl:iange.
"Why not, sir?"
"How did ·m at nickel-in-th e-slot investm ent turn out,
"I should think you'd feel like blowing oft: steam."
"Maybe my safety valve is clogged up," grinned the boy. sir? The one you went into three months ago."
"Badly."
"Must be. It doesn't seem natural. There's a.bout as
"I thought you said you got in on the ground floor?"
much chance of getting words or expression out of you as
"I did, but it looks as if some other fellows had .sneaked
ont of a sphinx."
And from that day the fat broker, when he referred .tq in through the cellar window. Good-by. Will mail you a
Frank Cole, called him the Young Sphinx of Wall Street. statement and check ip. th e morning."
Th e fat broker crossed Broad Street, and Cole continued
At length Cole decided he had made enough out of D.
I
on to Wall.
·
S. & A.
~
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Next morning he showed his check to Daisy.
"And you have made $12,000 in less than a month?" she
exclaimed, in surprise.
"That's what I did."
"Don't you feel the need of a larger hat?" she asked,
roguishly.
"Why, does my head 1ook sweliecl? I hadn't noticed it."
"No, :B'ra:ak, it does not. I think you are the most sensi~le boy .I know."
"Thank you, Daisy. Small favors thankfully received,
as the frog said when he swallowed the fly."
"I suppose matinees and cream sodas are now in order?"
she remarked, demnre1y.
"Your supposition is quite correct. Ne:-..' i Saturday we:ll
go to--"
"There's your bell. Mr. fiills wants you."
Cole hustled into the boss's sanctum just as if he was
an every-day $12 a week messenger, and the fact that he
was now worth something over $13,000 co1c1 casi1 dicl not
prevent him from making bs best time to Broker Harlow's
office.
'That afternoon there was a small riot around the corner
where D. S. & A. interests centered on the floor of the
Exchange.
Unfavorable news about the road had started a flood of
seliing orders on to the market, and when HaJ:low dropped
two blocks of 5,000 shares, each in rapid succession, in his
eagerness to get in out of the rain, the bottom fell out, and
a small panic set 1n which didn't stop until a number of
unlucky holders of the stock had been ruined.
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.ness of one so young and comparatively inexperienced in
the pitfalls of the stock market risking his savings iIJ. the
uncertain maelstrom of speculation.
But Mr. l\Iills Temained in ignorance of his messenger's
operations and so the boy missed the lecture.
Frank spent an hour or two nearly every night of the
week now stuclying reports of Wall Street transactions.
One of the boarclers coming into his room unexpectedly
one night caught him working away at a page full of
figures.
"What are you delving into now?" he asked Cole. "Don't
you get enough of that kind ot thing all day?"
"I'm figuring how to turn one dollar into five," grinned
the young messenger.
"That's as interesting as searching for the philosopher's
stone. How are you making out at it?"
1 "All right."
"What's the secret?"
"The secret is to know when to catch hold and when to
let go," the boy replied, enigmatically.
"What do you mean by that?"
"If you can find out when a certain stock is going to go
up, you want to jump in and buy some of it. Then when it
booms you want to keep your eyes skinned lest the bottom
fall out of it and your profits go up in smoke."
"Oh!" ejaculated his visitor, not much wiser than before.
"By following the market closely you can very often tell
when a stock has reached rock bottom and is clue for a r everse movement. T'ben there are certain general rules tha.t
regular traders keep in mind."
"What are they?~' inr1uired the other boarder, with interest.
"After an extreme weak market it is in order to buy
CHAPTER XL
stocks."
"Oh, is it?"
COLE llIAKES ANOTHER TEN- STRIKE.
"Yes. You see, when prices close weak, without support, a ra1J.v ma~r be expected pext morning."
On the day following his succe8ofol <:oup on the market,
This explanation Reemed like so much Greek to 11is
Frank Co1e was summoned before the grand jury to give
visitor, who was a clerk in a dry goods store at $8.50 per)
his evidence against Reginald Cates and his friend P:)rle,
though were one to judge from the style he put on he
who were still in the Tombs, no one ha.ving come forward
might be reckoned. as an insurance company manager.
to bail them out.
"When there is much excitement, anc1 high prices pr2A true bill was found against the rascals, and the case
vail generall~'· the market should be sold for a go'oc1 turn,"
went to the district-attorney's office.
continued Cole.
No trace yet had been found of Lawrence Bangs, so it
was presumed that he haL1 skipped the town.
" ,Tnst F<o," said the boarder, looking very wise, though he
At any rate, Cole hoped he had f~:>r his own peace of didn't understand a word of what the boy was trying to
mind, but something told him that the scoundrel had him convey to him.
"When you purchase, and the trade goes in your favor,
marked for revenge.
Daisi Lee was the only one who had any lrno~leclge at follow it up .; hut when the last purchase goes against you,
close up the transaction and take your profits on all other
all of Prahk's finances, ancl she was pledged to secrecy.
Of course, Broker Winslow had some general idea, but trades."
'
1
he wasn't saying anything.
' Say. Cole, are you going to be a broker some ~lay?"
Mr. Mills wouicl have been very much surprised iml ecd
"I might clo worse."
if somebody had communicated
him the information
"Well, :VOll cm~lcln't do much worse than I'm cloi Pg,"
that his messenger had just clcarer1 $12,000 in a stock deal. gn1m bled the clerk, confir1entiall~r.
In fad, it is more th:ln probahle he wo11Jc1 have consid-j "I sho11l rln't inrnginc so by :vonr ::;11·011 P.pprarance when
er('jl it his duty to read the boy a lecture on the foolish- · you get inside your best duds," smiled Frank.

to
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"A fellow has got to dress, you know, when he goes into
. CHAPTER XII.
society." '
'·I don't see bow you do it if you aren't making money."
"It takes a lot of close figuring to clo it but it helps you
A ClIA.SE OVER THE ROOFS.
in t he long run. Appearances go a long wa:y in this .world..
Lots of people take you at your own valuation. You may
About a week later the trial of Oates and P yle came on,
carry a big wad in your pocket, but if you go around look- and Cole, who had been served with a subpmna from the
ing like a bum you'll get the frozen countenance."
di stri ct-attorney's office, was one 0£ the chief witnesses for
"That's no lie," admitted Cole.
the prosecution.
"You can bet it isn't. I'd hate to tell you what my wages
The trial didn't take long, and the jury promptly conreally are, but I can assure you I am received at homes victed the rascals
where I am rated as a manager or a buyer at le\).st, while
The judge sentenced them at once to three and five years
I'm only a plain counter manipulator."
respectively in the State Prison, and that wound these dap.. Aren't you taking desperate chances?"
per crooks up as far as the young messenger was con''You've got to take 'em, or be looked upon as nobody. cerned.
That wouldn't agree with my constitution. I suppose you
On the following morning Cole received a check for $500
get as much as $8 a week yourself?"
through the mail.
"Well, I don't get any less."
It came, with a polite note of thanks, from the owner of
"Might I infer from that that you get more?"
the Third Avenue Railroad bonds, who thus recognized
·"I have no objection to you inferring anything you thP hoy's instrum entality in th e recovery 0£ his property.
choose."
Tt was a part of Frank's daily duty to take the checks,
"I suppose I couldn't louch you for a dollar, could I?"
and whatever cash came into the office, to th~ bank just
".Do you wanl it very badly?"
before three o'clock.
•
"lf l were to talk for a week I couldn't tell yo u i10w
He performed this journey as regular as clock-work,
badly I need it."
u$ing a sma ll leather hag whene,·er lie harl a ronsirlerablc
"All right, I'll lcl yo u have it, but please remember I'm qua ntity of bills, which was not often, as most of Mr.
not in the money-lending business, '' ancl he handed out a Mil h;'s custom ers ett.lerl their balance:", or deposited their
bill.
margin, in checks.
"Thank you, Cole, I shan't forget thi8 fayor ."
One day, however, a big Western man, with a heavy
"Don't let it won.y you any."
rn us tache and goatee, and a cowboy kind of hat, walked into
The boarder, having obtained what he came after, with- the office and b011gl1t ·a number of United States bonds,
drew, and Cole was·glad to get rid of him even at the price. paying $25,000 in big hi1J A £01· the same;· consequentl:v,
Next day the boy heard that a syndicate of brokers was when Oole went to tlrn hank that afternoon he carried the
being organized to corner a certain stock.
bag, ancl was more than ordinarily careful to sec that noHe couldn' t find out who the brokers wcrr, but he kept body who looked at an: suRpicious got near eno·qgh to 11im
his eye on the stock, which had been flu ctuating around 65 to make a snatch at it. ·-·
for some time.
H e· brcatl1 cd ca1~icr whrn hr reached ±he rloor of the bank,
I
'
It was a good stock, and on comparing prices months back aml congratulated himsrlf that iill cla11gr1· waR over now.
h e found that the securities seemed to be below their normal
It happenccl that a man who knew all 'about Frank's
average.
methoclF, and who had been watching· him at this particuHowever, he wasn't taking too many chances ~d he lar timr for more than two weeks -pa8t, was close at 11is
waited to see what would develop.
hePls when th e ho~' ~ tartrd to enter the bank.
Inside of the week the stock, which was known as Texas
Suc1c1en!y he rnadr a clart forward, Rhook Romething_ in
Central, auvanced two points.
the bo~·'s facr, wh ich made him cry out with sudden pain,
On the strength of that Cole bought 1,500 shares at 67, aml then snatched the bag out of his hand.
putting up something over $10,000 in margins.
Th e thi ef turned about to make his escape, ancl rnn
Two days later it was selling at 70.
smack into the arms of the fat hro!cer,. Winslow.
During the following week it climbed slowly to 80.
Tl1e shock upset the broker :;incl t11e rascal went down
By that time it had attracted attention, and there was with him.
a rush by outside brokers to buy it in.
He was up in· a mom ent, however, and took to his heels.
Finally, when it reached a fraction above 85, Cole teleThe stoppage enabled Cole to partly recover himself.
phoned Mr. Winslow to sel l.
Though his eyes smarted as if the!)' had been exposed to
The order was executed inside of five minutes, and the coals of fire, for the man had thrown a handful of fine.
boy quit winner of $27,000, which raised his ba:nk balance cinnamon dust into hi~ face, only a very small part Qf
to ~40,000.
which, fortunately, had lodged around his eyes, he saw the
A few days later Texas Central was slaughtered by the -fleeing rascal plainly e~ough , and started after him at his
bears, and Cole patted himself o:n the back because he had best speed.
·
go ne 011t with the other lucky ones.
The cry of "Stop thief!" soon attracted others to join
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in the chase, and the scoundrel, seeing he was certain to
be overhauled, darted in at an open door of a fo,ur-story
office building and ran upstairs, evidently bent on reaching
the roof.
"Drop it!"
•
It was Cole who uttered the m:y as he made a spring for
the door.
•
Slam! went the door squa,re in his face.
A bound, a crash, and the door flew in again as Frank's
weight came against it.
Half way up the first flight of stairs Cole saw the :fleeing
thief, with the bag swinging by his side, darting up to. ward the landing.
•
, "Stop, you rascal!" he roared up at the fellow, taking
the flight three steps at a time, but the scoundrel never
slackened his speed, nor even looked behind.
Another moment and he had disappeared above, but the
boy kept right on and caught a glimpse of his quarry as
the fellow turned at the head at the next flight of steps.
"You can't get . away, so you'd better give up!" he
shouted after him.
He fancied the thief would be forced to make a stand
somewhere, or would · go into one of the upper offices.
The bearded face of the fugitive, turned back for an
instant, was flushed, but he didn't stop, being determined to
get away if possible.
Cole, being the younger and more active of the two,
gained rapidly.
.
The rest of the pursuers stopped short below at the
door, leaving the burden of the capture to the brave boy
who had started the hue and cry from the door of the bank.
"Are you going to give in?" asked the boy when the last
flight of stairs was reached.
The thief was at the head, Cole at the foot.
· "No!" snarled a voice that had a familiar ring to Frank.
"I've got you cornered."
"You think you have."
Both, as if by mutual consent, had paused to take breath
after their strenuous exertions.
"I don't see how you're going to get away,'' replied
Cole. "Better come down and surrender yourself, and save
me the trouble of going up after yoµ."
•l':Bah ! If you think you can catch me, come up and
try it!" jibed the fugitive.
It was rather dark up ·where he stood, and Frank began
to suspect that the fellow was armed with a knife or some
other weapon, he seemeJ} to be so confident.
But the boy didn't mean he should get away with that
bag containing over $25,000 in cash and a bunch of checks,

A short ladder led up to the roof.
The thief had noticed it, fled up the rungs and opened
the scuttle.
'
Once on the other side, he slammed the cover down into
its place and fled ovet the housetops.
Cole was up that ladder like a monkey.
He -slammed down ihe lid and sprang on to the roof in
time to see t~e fugitive scurrying across the third building.
Then he gave chase again.
The thief, looking over his shoulder, saw him coming and
went quicker.
Once or twice he stooped down at a scuttle cover and
tried it, but in each case found it fast.
He lost half his distance by these ineffectual stoppages,
and Frank felt like laughing outright, especially as he saw
the fellow couldn't run much further, owing to a sudden
drop of a full story between two buildings.
Confident he had the rascal in a trap, Cole reduced his
speed to a wal}c
The fugitive soon became aware of the predicament he
was in.
He might jump, it is true, but then he would be caught
for fair, as he couldn't shin up the bare brick side of the
far building.
He took refuge behind a thick chimney and waited for
Cole to come up.
The boy stopped a few feet away.
"Well, are you prepared to surrender?" he asked, with a
grin.
"No."
"How are you going to avoid ca.pture?"
"None of your business."
"I rather guess you'll find it is my business."
"Why don't you catch me, then?"
"I'm going to in a minute."
He walked close up to the chimney and made a sudden
grab for the bag which stuck out on one side.
"No, you don't!" hissed the fellow, s~atching it out of
reach of the boy's :fingers. "You can't have it."
Cole laughed.
"Can't, eh? Why, I have you cornered for fair."
"Don't you fool yourself."
Frank, however, soon found it was a case of dodge, ancl
he didn't dare jump all around the chimney as it would
have opened the way :for the rascal to double on his tracks,
which it was evident was what he counted on to get out of
his trap.
"Well, why don't you catch me?" he grinned, malevolently, dancing back and forth like a monkey on a hot stove.
too.
"Oh, I'll catch you, don't you fret," replied the boy, in a
1
He began to ascend the last flight.
determined tone.
"Keep back," cried the man, "or it will be worse for
"I,et me know when you do."
you!"
"You'll know it all right. The longer you hold me off
"I'll take my chances with•such scum as you!" replied the harder I'm going tO l1'1ake it for you."
the ~o:v, resolutely.
The man was flushing and perspiring, but as defiant as
The fugifivc vanished.
ever.
A Cole strµck the top of the stairs there wa.s a sudden
Cole now noti'ced there was something out of gear about
inflood of light above.
his full beard which hid the larger part of his face .

.
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"He's disguised all r!ght," he though . "If, I grabbed himself £mtlier and further away by fhe mere strength
him by the wh1skers they'd c~me away in my hand. I won- alone of his fingers.
"Come back, you fool!" Frank shouted after hlm. "If
der what he looks like without them?"
The fellow put his hand up anC!. readjusted his hairy face one of those supports gives way you'll be dashed to certain
death."
covering.
The fugitive paid no attention to him, but kept right oh.
"What's the tl!!ittet with ydur bea!cl ?" chuckled Frahk.
"Well, it's up to me to follow him if I expect to get that
"It doesn't seem to :fit light."
bag back. I hate to trust myself to that gutter, but I don't
"Yah !" snarled the rascal.
any other way."
see
"Com._e now, don't be foolish! The jig is up," said the
He had the advantage of being several pounds lighter
boy, watching his quarry like a cat does a mouse.
the th!ef, and if the gutter supported the fellow's
than
The fugitive blinked hack at lii~ wrathfully.
Suddenly he mb.de a bluff as if about to dasi1 around the weight it certainly ought to sustain him.
The gutter was composed of joined sections, three or iotir
chimney, and Cole jumped to head him off, his foot caught
long.
feet
in a projecting bit of tin; and down he went, sprawling,
on all fours.

"It won't do for both of us to strike a aection together,"

The thief, quick to take advantage of his pursuer's plight, thought Cole.
He swung himself out into the air and commenced his
darted the other w~y and started back alofig the roofs.
dangerous trip.
The sensation was far fi-om agreeable, swinging at such
a height in mid-air by the hands alone.
"By George!" thought Frank, all of a sudden, the perCHAPTER XIII.
spiration coming out on his forehead at the thought. "When
that chap arrives at the other end and steps on to the roof
CAPTURED .AT LAST.
he'll have me dead to rights. He cai;i. push me down, if
he's strong enough."
To try and. avoid such a catastrophe, supposing the rasBut Cole recovered himself in a jiffy and was soon in
cal thought of it, he hastened his movements, and was
full chase of the fugitive again.
Frank was pretty mad by this time, and he took the low within a few feet of the encl when the fugitive obtained a
.
brick extensions between the buildings at a flying leap, foothold on the roof beyond.
cried. the disguised
Cole,"
Frank
yon,
"Now I've got
and never paused in his effort to overtake the inan before he
• man, as he swung himself to safety. "I'm going to settle
reached the open scuttle.
Much to the hoy's surprise til.e feliow mad e no attempt "Scores with you!"
He tmned about and reached forward to tear the boy's
to return down the scuttle, but flew past the opening at
hearest arm away from the gutter, when, like a flash, Frank
"
full speed.
swung his .foot upward and ·fetched him a kick in the side
higher
Right ahead one of the buildings rose half a story
than the others.
which staggered him.

..

An a<;tive man might reach the gutter ledge, but it would
Before he could recover his former ad vantage, Coie had
be beyond him to scale ihe flre wall.
secured a partial foothold himsel:l' and fairiy forced himThe fugitive made straight for the building as if he pro- self on to the roof and grabbed the villain by the arms.
posed butting right into it.
In the struggle they went down ~n the roof, perilously
Then he veered his course toward the teal".
hear the edge, which had ho protecting 9oping.
Reaching the extreme end he slung the ba~ ;,,er his arm,
For a moment it was totlCh and go with both o:f tliem.
jumped up and chtight hold of the frpu glitter, and began
It looked as though t:b.ey would go over the edge anel.
to work himself along.
meet a horrible death, locked in each other's arms.
It was a daring and hazard01~s feat, requiring great nerve,
But fate willed it otherwise.
for there was a clear drop of five stories almost to the back
They rolled the other way and Cole leaped upon the
space below.
thiet's back and held him down.
Cole gazed after him m astonishment.
"I guess I've got you now, mister :inah," he said, grimly.
"He almost deservel3 to escape," he breatiied, as he came
The fello-w stn1ggled vainly to throw his captor.
to a stop withil:i a yai·d of th.a fugitive, who wa.s pulling
"Curse you! I'd like to kill you!" he yelled, furiously.
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''I have no doubt but you have the will to try it if you
had the opportunity."
"I ha.d it a moment ago."
"You did, but you missed it."
"And I'll have it again. I'll do you up yet."
"I don't , think you will. By the way, ·who are you,
anyway? 'You called me by name a minute ago; that shows
you know me. Come now, off with that :fake beard and
let me get a square look at you." ·
Cole grabbed the beard and yanked it away :from the
rascal's :face.
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chief from his pocket and told him to hold his hands so he
I
could tie them.
"I object to that," the rascal said.
"You've got to do it or take the consequences," replied
Cole, raising his clenched fist.
"Blast you !"
"Save your breath. Curses, like pigeons, always come
home to roost. Hold up your hands."
Bangs yielded with very bad grace, indeed.
Then Cole let him up.

At this point an adjacent scuttle was opened up and a
stuck his head up through the opening.
workingman
The revelation almost staggered him.
"Hello!" he asked, "what are you fellows doing up
He found himself gazing down into the scowling face of
there?"
Lawrence Bangs.

"So it's you, is it?" crl.ed the boy, as he recovered from · "I've caught a thief, that's all. Now I want you to help
his surprise.
me get him to the sidewalk."
"Don't you believe him!" cried Bangs. "He's the thief
The ex-cashier gave him a look of extreme hate.
"You've got me on the hip, but don't fancy you'll esc;ape himself, and has overcome me. That's my bag he's got in
me in the long run. I 've sworn to fix you for spoiling me .hi hands."
The auqacity of this statement almos~ took the boy's
that day at the office, and I'll do it if it takes years to
breath away.
reach you."
"You're a vindictive rascal,'' replied the boy, in a tone
of disgust. "You know you deserved all you got, and that
you ought to be in jail instead of being where you are.
But I guess you'll get there now all right."
"Don't be so sure of that."
"It won't be my fault i:f you don't reach a cell before
daTk."
Bangs, with a sudden squirm, tried to tl~row Cole, but the
attempt was a failure.
"I've got a strangle holq on you, Lawrence Bangs, and
I don't mean you shall escape me." ·
" It won't do you any good. We're alone up here. You
dare not let go of me for a minute. We're likely to stay
this way till you get tired," said Bangs, with an evil laugh.
"You'll get tired first, Lawrence Bangs," said Frank,
grabbing the leather bag and wrenching in from his arm .
"Now I'm going to pound your face to a jelly unless you
give in, see?"
Cole raised his fist, and the look in hiR eyes showeL1 tl1e
ex-cashier that the. boy meant business.
AmJther struggle ensued during whi ch Frank managccl
to get in a couple of hard whacks on ~angs's nose, and the
fellow weak;ened.

As for the workman, with his body half in, half out of
the scuttle, he seemed unable to comprehend the true state
of the situation.
"Well, you've got a nerve, T1awrence Bangs,Z' cried
Frank. "Look here, sir, he's trying to pull the wool over
your eyes," to the newcomer.
The man, however, looked doubtful.
"T demand that you set me free, and hold this fellow
for the police," persisted Bangs.
"I'll tell the boss and let him settle the matter."
"But this chap will escape over the roofs," said the excashier.
Cole, thoroughly disgusted, grabbed Bangs and forced
him toward the man at the scuttle.
"I'm a broker's messenger," he said to the workman.
"This bag cqntains c~s4 and checks I was taking to the
bank when this scoundrel snatched it out of my hand and
lec1 me a lon g chase. You go downstairs and have some
Slip police station anc1 ask that a couple
one ring up
of officers be sent here tb take charge of Lawren~e Bangs, a
t!rooked cashier who has been wanted by the police for two
months past. You clo that and you'll assist the cause of
justice."

or'

"I'll do it," said the man~ anxious to get out of the
"Hold on, I'll give up."
dilemma, one way or another.
"Do you mean that?"
"That was a very ~i.msy dodge you trie<l on," said
"I can't help myself."
Frank, when the man ret~ed, closing the scuttle after him,
"'fhat's right, yon ~an't."
He'" reached arou.p.d and drew the ex-cashier's handker- "but it diqn't work."
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Bangs sa.w the game was up and he remainea sullenly what he had llone and asked him to come up to his house
after dinnel' and repeat to him his story.
silent.
In Tifteen minutes two policemen appeared, Cole ex- ,Cole·promised that he would, and be kept his wor<l.
Next day the broker and his messenger appeared against
plaineil the situation, and gave the ex-cashier into their cusBangs in the 'I'ombs police court, and the ex-cashier was
tod~·.
He went ulOng and made the charge, and had the satis- held in default of $J 0,000 bail, which he was unable to furfaction of seeing his enemy locked up, then he returned to nish.
The papers gave Cole fu1l credit for the capture, and that
the office with the bag and its valuable contents.
afternoon all Wall Street was talking about the young
Sphinx.
I

I

The brokers were all glad to hear that Lawrence Ban~s
bad been lodged in jail.
CHAPTER XIV.
'\
His fate would be a standing warning for any other
trusted ernploye with loose ideas regarding right and wrong.
THE POIN'.fER THAT DAISY CAPTURED.
f-'he boy wa frrquently stopped on the street during the
next few days by Wall Street .men who knew him, and com"Why, where have you been, young man?" asked cashier
plimented for his nerve and courage.
Brigg8, who was in the act of locking th~ safe preparatory
On the following Monday, when Frank got back from an
to going home.
Miss Lee had left, and so had all but one of the clerks. en-and, about eleven o'clock, and was going through the
counting-room to the lavatory to wash his hands, Dai y
"I've been having the time .of my life," grinned Frank.
called him over to her table.
"Say, you'll have to put the contents of this bag in the safe
The boy si:w that her face was flushed with excitement,
for the night."
and l'ie wondered what was in the wind .
."Why, how's this?" severely. "You couldn't have been
"Let me whisper, Frank," she said, eagerly.
too late for the bank. You had plenty of time to get there."
"Sure. What's up? Got a new beau?"
"I reached the door of the bank, all right, but I didn't
"The idea!" she blushed. "I've got a big secret to tell
get inside."
you."
"What's the reason you didn't?''
"You don't rn~an to say you're going to get man-ied ?" he
"If you're ready to hear me I'm ready to explain."
grinned.
"I'm listening to you."
"Frank Cole, will you be still!','
Then Frank told him the story of his afternoon's ad.
"I'm as mute as a mop-stick."
venture.
pointer?"
first-class
real
a
for
me
give
you
will
"What
"Well, well; this is most extraordinary. So you actually
"Is it a sure winner?"
caught that man?"
"I'm almost certain it is," she said, earnestly.
"Yes, sir."
"I'll give you a kiss," he laughed.
"Mr. Mills must hear of this . at once. He must have
"You mean, good-for-nothing thing!" she cried, with a
reached home before this. I'll try to reach him ov,er the
'phone~ First, open the bag and ~'11 put the money and pout.
checks away, but it's a great deal more money than Mr.
Mills would care to keep over night in his safe."
"I know it, sir. B.ut I don't see ho"'., uil.der the cirGum~
stances, it can be helped."
"It will have to go on this occasion."
The cashier put the money and checks into the safe, then
he rang up the broker's house, reached him, and gave him
a brief review of the facts as he had heard them from the
.young messenger.
I
.
Mr. Mills was smprised and delighted with the news of
the capture of his late cashier.
He called Frank to the wire, congratulated him upon

"Thanks, Miss Lee. But what's this pointer?"
"Aren't you going to give me something for it?"
"Is it a tip on the ma~ket?"
"Yes.".
•
"All right. If I can use it I'll give you half what I make
out of it, and I'll take all the chances."
"Oh, I don't want so much ' as that. Give meI a new hat
and a pair of gloves if you use it.to advantage."
"You're too modest, Daisy. If your tip is worth anything at all it's worth half of its winnings. I woulcln't
take advanta.ge of you for a farm. Now t~ll me what it is."
"You know Mr. Halstead and Mr. Blake, the big opera-
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tors of New Street? Well, they were in here this morning
to see Mr. Mills. While waiting in the reception-room I
overheard them conversing about the deal in which they
are engaged. Mr. Halstead and some of his friends are
trying to secure control of the Louisville & Midland Railroad. He told Mr. Mills to bny it as low as he could, but
to buy it without fail. He said there was just about enough
stock held in ew York 1:o fill the bill, the reflt is held by
the present officers and. direcrors and their friends. He
told Mr. Mills that a block of J 0,000 shares was about to
be offered for sale by the estate of a certain Louisville bank
president. 'l'he executor was opposed to the present management of the road, and had sent the stock to Harris,
Morganstein & Webster, of - Exchange Place, to be disposed of here. '!'he ruling price at present is 40."
" Daisy, that's a good tip. I've already heard that those
brokers were engineering some mysterious deal, with a
h;ap of capital at their hack. I'm going to hgy in that
block of 10,000 sha.res if I can reach it.''.
"The idea ! Where would you get $-!00,000 ?"
"I've got something over $40,000, anGl that will secure
an option on it. If that block should happen to represent
the balance of power after the other stock has been accounted for, you and I, Daisy, could make our own terms."
"And how much could we win?"
"How much? How would a quarter of a million strike
you?"
"Frank Cole, are you crazy?"
"Yes, I think I am. I feel one of my periodical fits com·
ing on. They always do just before I make a lucky strike."
0
"You talk silly. I'd be glad to make $1,000."
"Gee whiz! You're easy. I'll tell you what I'll do
with you."
"What?"
"I'll promise to marry you if we don't make $250,000 on
your tip, and if we do make that much or more, you must
agree to marry me. How's that?"
"Will you ever stop teasing me?" she said, blushing
rosily.
"I want to know if that is a go?"
"No, it isn't."
"Then I don't work t~e tip."
"Oh, yes, you will!"
I
"You seem to know all about it." ,. ,
"I know you wouldn't miss a good thing."
"That's right. That's why I don't :want 1:o miss you."
"Aren't you simply horrid!"
"Well, never mind, Daisy. If you ·think as much of me
as I do of you you'll accept me as your future slave when
the time comeR. I'm going to try to make you rich with

my little boodle whether you have me or not. But whether
you believe me or not I tell you right here that I'd sooner
win you than the money, and that's straight from the
shoulder."
He said it so earnestly that the fair girl watched him
with glistening eyes as he walked away.
"He's the best and nicest boy in the world," she said to
herself. "I'd sooner marry him without a cent thanthan--"
The rest of the sentence was lost in the click of her typewriter.

CHAPTER XV.
BIDDING FOR A STOCK.

"Good morning, Mr. Winslow," said Frank Cole, walk·
ing into the fat broker's office next morning about a quarter to ten.
"Good morning, Cole," replied the broker, extending
thre~ fingers, as was his custom. "What can I dolforryou?
Going into the market again?"
"I want you to execute a Ii~ commission £or me, sir."
"Willing!¥, my boy, willingly."
"There's $2,500 in this for you at least if--"
"How much?" in surprise.
"I said $2,500."
"It must be something of an order."
"It is. I want you to go, personally, to Harris, Morgan- .
stein & Webster, of No. - Exchange Place, and buy me a
block of 10,000 shares of Louisville & Midland at 40, which
they have for sale."
"The dickens you do!" replied Mr. Winslow, with a low
whistle. "Have you got $400,000 in your stocking that
you're. anxious to put into circulation?'"
"No, sir; but I can deposit the sum of $40,000 with you
as security that I will see yon through the deal:"
"Say, young man, you're a peacherina, for fair!. You'
seem to have the m112uma. Have you got it with you?"
"No, sir. I want you to come around to the bank with
me now and I'll hand it over."
"All right. Of course you've got a tip. That's plain as
pie crust."
• .
"Mr. Winslow, ,you mustn't suppose anything. I am
giving you an order."
"AU right, my boy. !'hope you won't miss that $40,000
if you happen to miss fire on this little deal."
"The risk is mine, sir. You'll never hear me squeal i£
luck fails to nestle o my shoulder."
"You're a nine days' wonder with me, Cole," replied the

,
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fat broker, rising and getting his hat. "I feel it in my
bldou that you' re a sure winner on every count."
They went ttJ tlil:l bank together and the sum of $40,000
was transferred to the stout opera.tor's account.
Wheh bole went to lunch hl:l dropped into Mr. Winslow's
office and learned that the purchase hatl been made.
Wherl lie got back to the office he whispered his success
to Daisy.
"Oh, Frank, did you rea.lly put up all your money?"
"Honest injurl."
"You've made me so nervous. Suppose-"
"Suppose what?"
"Anything should go wrong with Louisville & Midland?"
"Don' t worry."
"But I will worry."
"Daisy, you D:tt1st let the senior partner do that."
"I'm •almost sony I told you what I heahl. "
' and saw
"Where's your nerve, little girl? Say nothing
. wood. I'll attentl to the rest."
"Biit if yotl should U:ise your money, Frank," she cried,
desperately.
"Will yott hitike it up by becomitlg Mts. Cole wheh I get
a new start ?"
"Oh, Frank!"
"Yes, or no?" and he took her ti:hri:lsisting hlihd itt his.
There was a pause.
He bent down over her.
"W1iat is it, little girl r"
"Y-e-s," she :fluttered.
He snatched d hasty kiss a~d flew.
Frank had barely got seated in the reception-roo'm again
befdre his eniployer's bell summoned Him td tlie private
office.
"Take this letter to Mr. Wirlslb-¢-. H be isn't at his
office look him up lit the Exchange. Brifig tiack an answer."
"Yes, sir," atld dole depatted on his errand.
The fat broker was at the Exchange, so the young mes-

ably for a clique. I am looking for some of the stock and
will give 41 for the block in question.
Yours,

"MILLS."
"Nay, nay, Pauline," replied Cole. "My Louisville &
Midland is not for sale at present."
"All right, you'r e the doctor," laughed Winslow, and he
returned a negative ans\ver to John Mills, which Cole delivered.
Next day Louisville & Midland was up to 411-2, and
whert Frank showed the r ecord bn the tape to Daisy, she
felt much easier in her mind.
Although Mr. Mills was much disappointed in having
failed to secure the block of stock in question, he succeeded
in gathering in a.bout all there was in sight at figures vatylng from 40 1-8 to 45.
Th en he and hi client had another consultation, and th.e
result was that Mr. Mills offered 46 for the 10',000 shar es,
through Broker Winslow, who replied that his cust'6me.t
would not sell at that figure.
Mr. Halstead and his fri ends wanted the stock ~o badly
that they raised the ante to 50, but didn't get it at that.
'!'hat gave them the impression that the opposition had
got possession of it.
To make sure, a letter was sent to Mr. Winslow asking
lf the stock was for sale, and, if so, would the bwner name
his fi ~ue.
The fat broker sent for Cole, who r esponded at the first
chance he had.
"Have you set a figure to your Louisville & Midland,
Cole ?" Mr. Winslow asked the boy.
"No, sir, not yet."
The broker showed him the letter he had received froth
Mr. Mills.
"You've got the chance to do it now," he remarked.
"Xfave you heard from Mr. Btickmaster, the president
of th e road?"
"Not yet."

senger went oh there.
"Then tell Mr. Mills that the owner of the stock wi11
Mr. Winslow was suni:tnoned to the railing, and Frank consider hi s proposition and may !tiake an offet in a tlay
delivered the note to him.
or two."
·After he l11itl read it He smilet1 signitl.carltly and turned
"How much do you expect to make but of this, bole ?
it over to the boy.
You've already r efu sed a clean' $10,000 profit. "
"Ydu'll have W tlicht.te the atlswl:!t, Cole."
"I expect to make all I• can. !'11 te11 better when I hear
....
This is what Frank read:
whether the oth er side wants the stoc1<: or not."
That aftei-noon a r epresentative of the Buckmaster in"'l\fr DEAR W1NsLdw:
terest s arrived in N~ Y ork and inade ti ca11 on Broker
11
J-ld+ris, :M:citgiihstein & Webstel: inform me that you Winslow.
''
purchased a block of 10,000 shdres df ouis ~Hle & Mic1ianc1
H e had come to negotiat e ior the purchase of the i0,000
frtHh thetH this fhor:Hing lit 40, the rulihg !igure, presum- shares of touisville & Midland.
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"It is up to you to make an offer," said Mr. Winslow. said there wqfl ~ 15entleman ip,. the parlor who wish~d to
"The ow:qer of the stock is alfeady ponsidering an offer see film on im:pprfant business.
"What's his n11w.fl?"
m11-de througq a. rvelt-known broker."
"t all} authorized to offer 60 fpr the shares," W!:JS the "He didn't say."
Frapk, wonderjng: ! ho his, f isip>r lff!-S, went µpsfah:s to
reply.
"J11st make your offer iq wptip.g fl,nd I will see it reaches see hirµ .
He found a hip six-foot ~d not pvn preposs~ssiµg inthe right party."

hr

f.j- ward politlcian,
t'he r~presentative of the present ·cpntrolljng fP.teresta of dividual, who loo~ed as if he might
Jhfl roacl diq so, and :M:r. Winslpw prpmised hiw. ap. early or someth i~g of that sq.rt.
~g15ressive kind
"Are you Prank Cole?" he asked, i~
r eply.
of way.
"That's my name," replieP. th~ bpr, cqqlly. "But you
the advantage of me."
have
PHAP'j:'Eµ XYI.
"My nrune is '.firr:othy J. McFac1den," replied hi& caller,

*fl
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Frank Cole dropped into the fat broker's office after
three that day and was asked to pass upon the $60 per
share offer which had come from Louisville
'
'"
"Write to l\!r. Mills and tell ~im you have received a
big offer from Western people for the block of stock, and
that if his pusto~er is ready to pay $75 per share for the
10,000 shares the deal will go."
"Say, Cole," whistled Winslow, "you're .modest in your
demands~ i:i.ren't you?"
· "I've figured my profit, less your commission and in, terest on the money necessary to swing this deal, at $350,000. If I can get it I'll be perfectly satisfied."
"~y George ! ~ should think you ought to be. All right,
I'll submit this offer to l\fr. Mills, and let you know what
comes of it at the eatliest possible mo1?ent."
"Very well, sir."
"Are you going to continue as m~senger after you
pocket the profits of this deal, or do you think of going
into some businesg for yourself?"
"I haven't thol1ght about the matter at all, sir. No need
to be in a hurry."
"That's so; but a Wal} Street messenger worth a quarter
of a million or so would be something of a curiosity."
"You'll be the only man in the Street who will possess
that knowledge, so I don't think I shall attract any attention."
- "Well, I hope you willhave as nwcli luck in holding on
to your fleece as you have had in winning it, my lad."
"If anybody can get it away from me in the ordinary
way of business he's welcome to it. I mean to keep my

eyes wide open and not get caught if I can help it. Good
.
aftf!+noon."
Before Cole was quiUl tprough his s11pper tpe front doorbell rang, and presently the servapt girl came fo.1 him and

gruffly, twirling ~is pig blo/!k must~che.
"Well, ~1r. M~Fadde~, wp.at can I do for yol[ ?"
"You are messenger fo~ Mr. Mills, of ~all Street?"
continued the big rpan.
"Yes, sir."
"You are the most importallt witness agafust~.wreµce
'Bangs, aren't yov ?"
"I think Ml'. Mills is the most important one. Wl)at
about it, sir?"
"Suppose we' go down to the corner a.nd taHc tp~ ml:J.tter
over?"
"What matter?"
"The question whether. it woµ't be to yo~r piterest to
leave the city for a while before the gr~nd ~ury gefa~ yo'l to
appear befor~ them to tell what you know about the case
against Bangs."
Cole was rather astonished.
"Are you l1ere as a r~presentative of Mr. ~~n~s?"
"I represent his interei;ts. ~f you 'fiH c~iµe do~p, tP t4e
corner, where we can talk withou~ pein~ ove:rhe:F~' f will
make you a propositiqn which wpl P'!lt ~nqp.e:y ~nt2 your
pocket."
" I suppose you wish me tp go to a s~loq~ ?"
"Yes, Bamey Galla.gher's."
. "I shall have to decline both your invitatiP,~ to go tq the
saloop., and also tp cqnsider ~PY prqpostt~8.,n ~qok~n~ tq the
sidetracking of my evidence against J:~1:~y~~~~~ ~~n,gs," f plied the boy, re11pl11tely.
'"l'here is a thousand dollars in it .Por you," pei;si8t'."1
t '• I
the visitor.
"I don't care if there w~s ten thous~nd. ~awrepcp Ea;1:-.'
is guilty of a mmderous attack upon my employer, as \r e· ;
as an attempt to ~ob hifll of a lar~e su~ of money. JT ")
has got 'to face the CO!J.seqpeµces. Besides, he snatcheu
from me at the door of the Blank National Bank the 0!]1cr
day a J eath~r bag containi~ pver $2q,QQq in. mojley 3.lfd a

A

BORN. SPECULATOR.

large amount represented by endorsed checks. The man is
a rascal and deserves all that's coming to him."
The visitor was clear,ly surprised and disconcerted by
the boy's uncompromising attitude.
"You will get into trouble, young man," , said the big
man, darkly, "if you persist in appea,r ing against Bangs."
"In what way, sir?" asked Cole, sharply.
"Bangs has friends, friends who· have a pull, and they
will make it hot for you if you don't accept the proposition
they have to offer."
"I suppose these friends have delegated you to offer me
this bribe at which you hint."
"Young man," retorted his visitor, in an aggressive tone,
"you are using a wrong word when--"
"What else do you call it. You say there i~ $1,000 in
this thing for me if I agree to leave town so that I need
not testify before the grand jury. What do you call that
but a bribe? Now, Mr. McFadden, I wish you to thoroughly understand that I refuse this offer, or any other
offer of the kind, I shall appear before the grand jury
when legally summoned to do so and tell the exact truth.
Mr.. Bangs may have a pull, but it won't work in this direction. I think there is no need t-0 discuss the matter further. As I have an engagement for this evening,. I hope you
will excuse me sugge~ting that this interview come to an
end."

"You."
She blushed vividly and put one of her hands in his.
On Saturday she tendered her resignation as stenographer
to the office, and Mr. Mills said he was very sorry to lose
her.
Next week Cole appeared before the grand jury with
his. employer.
Their evidence settled the fate of Lawrence Bangs, who,
in due time, was tried, convicted and .sent up the river to.
join his friends, Reginald Cates and Hector Pyle.
Clearly, the ex-cashier's pull wasn't strong enough to
save him.
About this time Frank Cole was promoted to a respon- .
sible position in Mr. Mills's counj;ing-room, and he· soon
proYed his value in that department of the business.
No one but Mr. Winslow, the fat broker, and Daisy Lee,
to whom he was engaged to be married in the spring, knew
that he had a balance of $185,000 in bank
So far as his own private affairs were concernedi he
might be truly called the Young Sphinx of Wall" Street.
He continued, through Mr. Winslow, to make occasional
ventures on the market, and was nearly always successful,
so that before Daisy sent out her wedding invitations her
prospective husband was worth a quarter of a million, which
with her own $145,000 was quite a tidy sum to begin housekeeping with.
She wantecl Frank to quit risking his money in stocks
lest some unfortunate venture should sweep away the results of all his previous good luck, but the boy could no
more keep his hands off the market than he could fly, because he was A BORN SPECULATOR.

"You haven't heard the last of this, young man," replied Mr. McFadden, taking up his hat.
"Maybe not, but the friends of Mr. Bangs will save
time, breath and shoe leather by leaving me out of their
calculations in the future."
Cole then showed his visitor to the door, and the man, as
he took his departure, favored him with a spec~ally unfriendly look, which, how~ver, had no effect on the boy.
. THE END.
Next afternoon, when Cole called at his broker's, he was
shown a com.Ip.unication in which his offer of the Louisville
& Midland stock was accepted.
Read "THE WAY TO SUCCESS; .OR, THE BOY
"T~.at is _
s atisfactory," he said. "Send the block over I WHO GOT THERE," which will be the next number (26)
to Mr. Mills."
of "Fame and Fortune Weekly."
So the deal was closed and -Fra.nk reported the fact to
Daisy next morning.
"We have cleared something like $290,000, Daisy, half
•'
of which is yours."
"Why, that would be $145,000. You can't mean it!"
SPECIAL NOTICE. All back numbers of this weekly
she cried, hardly knowing whether she was dreaming or
are always in print: If you cannot obtain them from any
not.
newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
Frank soon convince.cl her that it was a solid fact.
"I have won something better than money out of this," mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you wm receive the copies
he said.
"What is that?" in su.rprise.

you order by return mail.
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' MESMERISM .
N~. 72. HOW TO DO SIX'fY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Em,
No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-C ontaining the most ap- bracmg all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks, with ilproved methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure all kinds of lustrations. By A. Anderson.
diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo ,., No.. 7.7. HOW .TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.U<>ntami?~ deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading conjurors
Hugo Koch, A. C. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
and magicians. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated .
. PALMISTRY.

No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-C ontaining t!ie most apMAGIC.
proved methods of reading the lines on the · hand, together with
No. ?· HOW TO DO TRICB:S.-The great book of magic and
a full explanution of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks,
containing full instl'uction on all the leaqing carcj. tricks
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By of the d~y. also r~e most popular
magical illusions as performed by
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
oui: lea~mg inag1c1ans ; every boy should obtain a copy of this book,
as
it
will
both
amuse
and
instruct.
HYPNOTISM .
No._ 22. HO~ TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-F.Jeller' s seconJ sight
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-C ontaining valuable and in·
structive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also explamed b~ his former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
the
irecret dialogues were. c.arried on between the magician and the
explaining the most approved methods which are employed by the
boy on the stage; also g1vmg all the codes and signals. The only
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
authentic explanation of secon<} sight.
No. 43. HOW 'l'O BECOl\IE A MAGICIAN.-Co ntaining the
SPORTING.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete gran!lest assort~ent ?f magical illusions ever placed before the
pubhc.
Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
hunting- and fishing guide ever published. It contains full inNo. 68. HO~V TO DO .CHIJJl\iICAL TIUCKS.-Conta ining oyer
structions about guns, bunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
one hundred highly amusrng and instructive tricks yvith ,chemicals.
together with descriptions of game and fish.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully By A . .Anqerson. Handsomely illustrate.).
No. 69. HOW 'l'O DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Contain ing over
illustrated. Every boy should know how to row and sail a boat.
Full instructions are given in this little book, together with in- ~fty of the latest and best tricks used by magician~. .Also containmg the secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
s~ructions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 17. now TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- . No._ 70. BOW '.J.'O l\l~KE l\IAGIC TOYS.--Containi ng full
A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses directions for makmg l\fagic 'l.'oys and devices of many kinds By
for business, the best horses for the road; also valuable recipes for A. Anderson. l!~ully illust1·ated.
•
No:.,.73._ HOW: TO J.?O TH.ICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Sho wing
diseases peculiar to the horse.
.No. 48. HOW '1.'0 BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A handy many cur10us tric~s with figures and the magic of numbers. By .A.
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. Fully illustrated.
.No. 7.5. HOW TO ~ECOl\:IE A CONJUROR. - Containing
and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
tri.cks ":it1?- Domln?s, Dice, Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
By C. Stansfield Hicks.
thirty-six illustrations. l3Y A. Anderson.
FORTUNE TELLING.
No. 78. HOW TO DO '.rH}U BLACK ART.-Containin g comNo. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM .AND DREAM BOOK.- plete description of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of aHand
Containing the great oracle of human destiny ; also the true mean- together with µiauy wonderful experiments. By A. .Anderson'.
ing of almost any kind of dreams, togeth·er with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
·
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
MECHANICA L,
. No. 23. HOW 'l'O EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Every body dreams,
No. 29. HOW '.J.'O ~ECOM.E. AN IN VENTOR.-Ever y boy
from the little child to the aged man and woman. This little book
Jives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky shoul~ )!:now bow mv~ntions ~ri.g1nated. This book explains them
all, givu~g example~ JD elect1;1~1ty, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
and unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Ev eryone is desirous of pneumatics, mecbamcs, etc. Ihe most instrnctive book published.
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No. 5~. HOW TO BEOOM.E AN ENGINEER.-Co ntaining full
misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little mstructtons how to proceed In oraer to become a locomotive enbook. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell gineer; also Clirections for building a model jclcomotive · together
with a full description of everything an engineer sboulQ, know.
the fortune of your friends.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.- . No.. 57. IlOW 'l'O MAKE .l\fU!?I(?AL .INSTRDrvflllNTS .-Ful!·
Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand, directions how to mak~ a B_anJO, V10hn, Zither, .2Eolian Harp, Xyl<>or the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events phone and <>the1· musical mstp1ments; together with a brief deby aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. scription. of nearly every .musical instrument used in ancient or
modern times. Profusely ;Jlustrated. By Algernon S.· Fitzgerald,
ATHLETIC.
for twenty years bar:dmaster of the Royal l3engal Marines.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATIILETE.-Giv ing full inNo. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LAN'.rERN.-Con taining
struction for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with jts history and invention.
horizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good, Also full directions for its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated. By J obn Allen.
become strong anJ healthy by following the instructions contained
N<>. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Conta ining
in this little book.
complete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Containing over .thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the dilferent positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
LETTER WRITING.
these useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
No. 11. JlOW '.J'O WRIT}]] LOVE-LETTEJt S.-A m~t com·
without an instructor.
plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,
.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST..:.....Containing full and when to use them, giving ispecimen letters for young and old.
instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Givin g
li:IIlbracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald. complete instructions for . writing lette rs to ladies on ·all subjects;
A handy and useful book.
also letters of introduction. notes and requests.
No. 34. HOW •.ro FIDNCE.-Contai ning full instruction for
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LET'l'ERS TO GENTLEMEN. fencing and the use of the broadsworJ; also instruction in archery. Containing full direction!! for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instruction.
No. 53. :UQW TO WRITE f,,El'TERS.-A wonderful little
positions in fencing. A complete book.
book. telling you how. to write to your sweetheart, your father,
•
TRICKS WITH CARDS. ·
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact,
and anyNo. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Contain ing body you wish to write to. Every young maneverybody
and every young
explanations of the general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the land should have this book.
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
No. 74. ROW TO WRITE LlD'i'TlllRS CORRECTLY.-C onsleight-of-band .; of tricks involving sleight-of-band, or the use of taining full instructions for writing
letters on almost any subject·
9J10Cially prepared cards. BE Professor H~ffner. Illustrated.
ulso rules for punctuation and compositiop, with specimen letters'.

==================~============================·rHE STAGE.
No. 31. HOW '1'0 Bl!JUOJlE A SPEAKER.-Containin g four-

No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end meu. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful little book.
No .. 4?. THE ~OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.Contai?mg a vat·ied asso,rt~ent of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amuse·
ment and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOK:l!l B<?OK.;--Something new and very instructive. Every
boy . s~ould obtam this book, as it contains full instructions for orgamzmg an amatenr mrnstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc:, of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial jokll should
obtain a copy immediately.
No. 79. HOW TO RTiJCOME AN ACTOR.-Containlng complete Instructions how to make up for various character$ on the
s~age.;. tog':ther with the duties of the Stage l\lanager, Prompter,
~cemc_ Artist_and Property Man. EY a prominent Stage Manager.
N!J. 80. GuS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest Jokes, llhecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular German comedian. Sixty-four pages· handsome
colored cover containing a. half-tone photo of the author.

HOUSE KEEPING.

N C!. 16. H!JW T O KEEP A; WIND.OW GARDEN.-Containing
fu ll mstruct1ons for con1tructmg a w1hdow garden either in town
or country, and the mo1t approved methods for raising beautiful
flowers at bottle. The moct complete book of the kind ever published.
·
No. 30. ··HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
Oii' cooking j!Ver publi,hedf .It . contains. recipes for cooking meats,
fish, game, and oysters; a so pies, puddrngs, cakes and all kinds of
pastry, and a. grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
cooks.
No. 37.. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contaips infortnation for
everybo!ly 1 boys, girls, men and ~omen; it will teach you how to
make almo~t anything around the house, such as pai'lor ornaments
brackets, cements, Aeolian harpa, and bird lime for catching birds.'

.

ELECTRICAL.

.

teen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a.JI the popular ~uthors of prose and poetry, a rranged in t he most
simple and conc1s~ manner possible.
No. 49. _HOW TO DEBA'l'E.-Giving rules for conducting debates, outlines for debate11, questions for discussion a nd the bes•
sources for procuring information on the questions glven.

S OC IETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIR'l'.-The arts and wiles of flirtation are
fully explained by this little book. Besides the various methods of
ha_Ldkerchief,_ fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it contams a full hst of the language and sentiment of flowers, which is
in_teresting to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be )lappy
without one.
.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
little book just issued by !<'rank Tousey. It contains full instructions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at parties, •
how to dress, and full directions for ca lling off in all popular squa re
dances.
No. ~· HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide t o love,
court~h1p and marriage, giving sensible advice, roles and etiquette
lo be observed, with many curious and interesting t hings not generally known.
No. li. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing fu ll instruction in the
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving the
selections of colors, material. and how to have them made up.
· No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of t he
brightest and most va luable little books ever given to t he world.
Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
female. 'l'he secret is simple, and almost costless. R eaa t his book
and be convinced how to become beautiful.

B IRDS AND A NIM ALS.

No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustr ated and
containing full instructions for the management and train ing of the
canary. mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
e
No. 3H. HOW TO RAISE DOGS. POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illustrated. lly Ira Drofraw.
·
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-I ncluding hints
on how to catc·h moles, weasels. otter, rats. squirrels and birds.
Also how to cure ~kins. Copiously illustrated. By J . Harrington
Keene.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS ....:_A
valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountine
and preserving birils, animals and insects.
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving complete information as to the manner and method of raising, keeping,
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving fu ll
instructions for making cages, etc. Fully ·explained by twenty-eight
illustrations, making it the most complete book. of t he kind ever
published.

No. 46. HOW TO MAkE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A description of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism;
together with full instr11ctions. for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over .fifty illustrations.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Conta!ning, full directions for making electrical machines, induction
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity.
By R . A. R. Ben11ett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW '1'0 DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLA NEOUS.
large collection of instructive and high)y amusing electrical tricks
No. 8. HOW TO Bl•JCOi'.IIE A SCIENTIST. -A useful and intogether with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
' structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry;
a lso ex•
EN T ERTAINM E NT.
periments in acoustics. mechanics, marhematics, chemistry, and directions for making fireworks, colored .fires, and gas balloons. Thia
No. 9. ftow Td BE90i'.IIE A VENTRI~~OQTJIST.-By Harry book ci;.nnot be equaled.
.
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every mtelhgent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO i\IAKE CANDY.-!. complete band-book for
this book of instructions. by a practical professor (delighting multi- mals:ing ~II kinds of cancl);. ice-creail,!_..,syn1p~ essences. etcu etc.
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master tbe
No. 84. ·HOW TO B.lliCOME AfY AU'l'HOR.-Containing fu ll
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the informatJon regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
greatest book c>ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manner o.f preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general comvery valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By P r ince
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc.. suitable ·.Hiland.
.
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the - No. 38. HOW TO BECOi'.IIE YOUR OWN DOCTOR.- A wonw oney than a,ny l)ook published .
derful book. containing useful and practical information in t he
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to every
\look, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general combackgammon . croquet. dominoes, etc.
plaints.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUl\IS.-Con taining all
No. 55. HOW 'TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Conthe leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging
and witty sayings.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
'"
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY rJ.A.RDS .-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King B rady,
book, giving the rules and f..:.: 'lrections for playing Fluchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays clown some valuable
bage. Casino, Forty-Five, If:'- •ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventures
Auction Pitch. All Fours. and many other popular games of cards. ancT experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 66. HOW TO DO Pl ZZLES.-Containing over three hunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER-C ontain·
dred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W . De W.
.
ETIQUETTE.
Abney.
No. 13 HOW TO DO EI'; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
is a great life se<'ret, and one that every young man desi res to know CADET.-Containi11g full explanations how to gain admittance,
a ll about. 'rhere's happiness in it.
course of Stuil:v, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
No 33 HOW TO REITA VE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regulations. Fire DPpartment, and all a boy should
of good society and the easiest and most appro,·ed methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Ccmpiled and written by Lu Senarens, author
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
in the drawing-room.
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADF.T.-Complete instructions of how to gain admission to thP Annapolis Naval
I:) ECLA M ATI 0 N.
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description
No. 27. HOW TO RIOCITE AND BOOK OF RECT'rATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sket<'h. and everything a boy
- Containing the most popular sele-::lions in use. comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. 'Comdiale<'t. French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How t o Become*
w ith many standard r eadings.
West Point Military Cadet."
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LATEST ISSUES:

349 Fred Fearnot and the Lariat Thrower ; or, Beating the Champion
of the West.
350 Fred Fearnot and the Swindling Trustee : or, Saving a Widow's
Little Fortune.
351 Fred Fearnot and the "Wild" Cowboys, And the ~un He Had With
Them.
352 Fred Fearnot and the " Money Queen" : or, Exposing a Female
Iii harper.
353 Fred Fearnot's Boy Pard: or, Striking It Rich In the Hills.
354 Fred Fearnot and the Railroad Gang ; or, A Desperate Fight for
Life.
355 Fred Fearnot and the Mad Miner : or, The Gold Thieves of the
.
Rockie8.
356 Fred Fearnot In Trouble: or, Terry Olcott'a Vow of Vengeance. ·
357 Fred Fearnot and the Girl In White ; or, The Mystery of the
Steamboat.
358 Fred Fearnot and the Boy Herder ; or, The Masked Band of the
Plains.
359 Fred Fearnot In Hard Luck ; or, Roughing It In the Sliver Diggings.
360 Fred Fearnot and the Indian Gulde ; or, The Abduction of a Beau.
tiful Girl.
361 Fred Fearnot's Search for Terry, and Terry' s Faith In Him.
362 Fred Fearnot and the Temperance Man ; or, Putting Down the
.
Rum Sellers.
363 Fred Fearnot' s Fight for his Life ; or, The Cunning that Pulled
Him Through.
364 Fred Fearnot and the Wild Beast Tamer ; or, A Week With a
•
Circus.
365 Fred Fearnot and the Fiddlers' Convention ; or, The Music that
Puzzled the Musicians.
366 Fred Fearnot's Wall Street Game ; or, Beating the Brokers.
367 Fred Fearnot and the Wild Mustang ; or A Chase of Thirty
Days.
368 Fred Fearnot and the Boasting Cowboy : or, Teaching a Brag332 Fred li'earnot's "ll'ree For All" ; or, His Great Indoor Meet.
gart a Lesson.
333 Fred Fearnot and the Cabin Boy ; or, Beating the Steamboat 369 Fred Fearnot and the School Boy ; or, The Brightest Lad In New
,
Sharpers.
York.
334 , Fred Fearnot and the Prize-Fighter ; or, A Pugllist's Awful Ml1- 370 Fred Fearnot's Game Teamster ; or, A Hot Time on thl! Plains.
take.
371 Fred Fearnot and the Renegade ; or, The Man Who Defied Bullets.
372 Fr~~n~earnot and the Poor Boy ; or, The Dlqie that Made a For335 lt'red l•'earnot's Office Boy ; or, Making Money in Wall Street.
336 Fred Fearnot as a Fireman ; or, The Doy Hero of the Flames.
the
of
Champion
The
or,
Boy;
337 lt' red Fearnot and the Factory
373 Fred Fearnot's ·Treasure Hunt ! or, After the Aztec's Gold.
Town.
.3 74 Fred Fearnot and the Cowboy King; or, Evelyn and the "Bad"
Men.
338 Fred Fearnot and the " Bad Man" ; or, The Blutl' from Bitter
Creek.
375 Fr~e:;~arnot and "Roaring Bill" ; or, The Wickedest Boy In the
339 Fred Fearnot and the Shop Girl ; or, The Plot Against An Or·
376 Fred Fearnot and the Boy Prospector: or, The Secret Band of
phan.
Indian Gul ch.
340 Fred lt' earnot Among the Mexicans; or, Evelyn and the Brigands.
Train
the
Beating
or,
Engineer;
Boy
the
and
341 li'red Fearnot
377 Fred Fearnot and the Banker's Boy: or, The Lad Who Cornered
Wreckers.
the Market.
342 Fred Fearnot and the "Hornets" : or, The League that Sought 378 Fred Fearnot and the Boy of Grit: or, Forcing His Way to the
Top.
to Down Him.
343 Fred Fearnot and the Cheeky Dude ; or, A Shallow Youth from 379 Fred F earnot and the Diamond Queen ; or, Helping the Treasury
Department.
Brooklyn.
344 Fred Fearnot In a Death Trap ; or, Lost In The Mammoth Caves. 380 Fred Fearnot and the White Masks ; or, Chasing the Chicago
Stranglers.
345 Fred Fearnot and the Boy Rancher: or, The Gamest Lad In
381 Fred Fearnot at Sandy-Licks: or, Taming a "Bad" Man.
Texas.
346 Fred Fearnot and the Stage Driver; or, The Man Who Understood 382 Fred Fearnot and the Drunkard's Son; or, A Hot Fight Against
RYl!l·
Horses.
347 Fred Fearnot's Change of Front: or, Staggering the Wall Street
Brokers.
348 Fred Fearnot's New Ranch, And How He and Terry Managed It.

314 Fred Fearnot and "Red Pete" ; or, The Wickedest Man in Arizona.
315 Fred Fearnot and the Magnates ; or, How he Bought a Rall·
road.
316 Fred ~'earnot and " Uncle Pike"; or, A lilllck Chap from Warsaw.
317 ~' red Fearnot and His Hindo Friend; or, Saving the Juggler's
Life.
318 ~'red Fearnot and the "Confidence Man" ; or, The Grip that Held
·
Him Fast.
319 Fred 1rearnot's Greatest Victory; or, 'l'he Longest Parse In Wall
·
Street.
320 Fred Fearnot and the Impostor; or, Unmasking a Dangerous
Fraud.
321 Fred ~'earnot In the Wild West; or, The Last Fight of the Bandits.
322 Fred Fearnot and the Girl Detective; or, Solving a Wall Street
I
.
Mystery.
323 Fred ~·earnot Among the Gold Miners; or, The Fight for a
·
Stolen Claim.
324 Fred l,'earnot and the Broker's Son; or, The Smartest Boy In
Wall Street.
325 Fred F earnot and "Judge Lynch"; or, Chasing the Horse
Thie\'eS.
326 Fred Fearnot and the Bank Messenger ; or, The Boy Who Made
a l•'ortuue.
327 lt' red Fearnot and the Kentucky Moonshiners; or, The " Bad"
Men of the Blue Grass Region.
328 Fred Fearnot and tbe Boy Acrobat ; or, Out With His Own
/
Circus.
329 Fred Fearnot's Great Crash ; or, Losing His Fortune In Wall
Street.
e
330 Fred Fearnot's Return to Athletics; or, His Start to Regain a
Fortun'e.
331 Fr~11.!,earnot's Fencing Team ; or, Defeating the " Pride of Old
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Fame and F tune Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

SELF-MADE MAN

32 Pages of Reading Matter

"'•

Handsome Colored Covers

• •
• •

A New One Issued Every Friday
This Weekly contains interesting stories of smart boys, who win fam e and fortune by their ability to take advantage or
passing opportunities. Some of these stories are founded on true incidents in the lives of our most successful self-made
men, and show how a boy of pluck, perseverance and brains can become famous and wealthy. Every one of this serie::i
contains a good moral tone which makes "Fame and Fortune Weekly " a magazine for the home, although each number
is replete with exciting adventures. The stories are the very best obtainable, the illustrations are by expert artists. and
every effort is constantly being made to make it · the best weekly on the news stands. Tell your friends about it.
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A Lucky Deal; or, The Cutest Boy in Wall Street.
Born to Good Luck ; or, The Boy Who Succeeded.
A Corner in Corn; or, How a Chicago Boy Did the Trick
A Game of Chance: or, The Boy Who Won Out.
Hard' to Beat; or, The Clever est Boy in Wall Street.
BuHding a Railroad; or, The Young Contractors of Lakeview.
Winning His Way ; or, The Youngest Editor in Green
River:
The Wheel of Fortune; or, The Record of a Self-Made
Boy.
.
Nip and Tuck; or, The Young Brokers of Wall Street.
A Coflper Harvest ; or, The Boys WhoWorked a Deserted
Mine.
A Lucky Penny ; or. The Fortunes of a Boston Boy.
A Diamond in th e Rough ; or, A Brave Boys Start In Ufe.
Baiting the Bears ; or, The Nerviest Boy in Wall Street.
A GolG Brick; or, The Boy Who Cou ld Not be Downed.
A Streak of Luck; or, The Boy Who Feathered His Nest
A Good Thing ; or, The Boy Who Made a ·F ortune.

17 King of the Market ; or, The Youngest Trader in Wall
Street.
18 Pure Grit; or, due Boy in a Thousand.
19 A Rise in Life ; or, The Career of a Factory Boy.
20 A Barrel of Money; or, A Bright Boy in Wall Street.
21 All to the Good; or, From Call Boy to Manager.
22 How He Got There; or, The Pluckiest Boy of Them All.
23 Bound to Win ; or, The Boy Who Got Rich.
24 Pushing It Through; or, The Fate of a Lucky Boy.
25 A Born Speculator; or, the Young Sphinx of Wall Street.
26 The Way to Success; or, The Boy Who Got There.
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